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Manufacturer of Fluid Conveyance System
“Polyhose” is a well known name in the Global arena as a world class manufacturer
of Thermoplastic, P.T.F.E, Rubber Hydraulic & Industrial hoses and end ﬁttings. Having
accreditation to various certiﬁcation like AS9100D (Aerospace), ISO 9001:2008,
ISO/TS, Special approvals like DNV for Marine & PED, DOT, UL, MSHA, DGMS, ICAT,
CAT, Polyhose provides best in class products at competitive pricing
Polyhose oﬀers ideal import substitute products for the Indian Defence, supporting
cryogenic and other special applications

An Ideal Partner for Indigenization

Polyhose India Pvt Ltd
Polyhose Towers, 8 thFloor, West wing, No 86 Mount Road, Guindy,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu - 600032
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+91 44 2220 0275

aerospace@polyhose.com
info@polyhose.com

www.polyhose.com
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Deceler – For High
Performance Rope Isolators

eceler Vibrotek
Controls Pvt
Ltd, a Chennaibased company
that specializes in
Vibration Isolation,
Energy Absorption
and Energy Absorbers,
offers ITT Enidine high
performance vibration
isolation products like
Wire Rope Isolators
and Compact Wire
Rope Isolators. The
wire rope isolators
have stainless steel
cable and aluminium
retaining bars,
which provides excellent vibration isolation.
The isolators manufactured by Deceler are corrosion resistant, which makes them
environmentally stable and highly-performing in a variety of applications. The isolators are
completely unaffected by oil, chemicals, abrasives, ozone, and temperature extremes. With
versatile mounting options, crimping patterns, and size variation, the helical isolator products
can help the systems meet all requirements for industrial, defence, and commercial uses.
ITT Enidine Inc. has a commitment to quality and all products meet the industry standards of
DEF-STND 0755, MIL-STD-810, BV43-44, MIL-STD-167, STANAG-042, MIL-S-901, and MIL-E-5400.

Offering World-Class Sensors & Solutions

Jupiter Integrated Sensor Systems Pvt Ltd

Govt. Delegates Financial
Powers to Armed Forces

T

he Defence Minister, Nirmala
Sitharaman, has approved the
enhancement of powers of
the Vice Chief of the Armed Forces by
delegating financial powers to carry
out specific procurements to ensure
operational preparedness. Till now,
powers for procurement of articles under
Proprietary Article Certificate (PAC) and
Single Tender Enquiry (STE) had been
restricted to 50 and 5 per cents respectively
of normal powers delegated for revenue
procurements. Wherever full powers had
been delegated in respect of PAC and
STE, a cap of Rs 50 crore and Rs 5 crore
respectively have been made applicable.
A number of initiatives have been taken by
the Ministry of Defence, in the recent past, to
simplify and streamline the procedures and
decentralise the decision-making through
delegation of powers. Now, the government

has enhanced financial delegation to
the Armed Forces in respect of Revenue
Procurement as well. “This delegation of
power will greatly enhance the ability of
the armed forces to keep a high degree of
serviceability of the in-service equipment,
procurement of stores including ammunition
etc., thereby leading towards a significant
boost in ensuring operational preparedness,”
said the ministry in a statement.
According to the ministry, with this
delegation, the powers of the Vice Chiefs in
respect of PAC cases, hitherto restricted to
50 per cent of competitive bidding cases, has
been increased and made equal to the powers
delegated in competitive bidding cases.
In respect of STE cases, the powers
have been enhanced to 50 per cent
of the powers of competitive bidding
cases from the existing cap of 5 per
cent of competitive bidding powers.

Printed and Published by , Sunny Jerome, Managing Editor, Aeromag Asia, Aerosun Media,
Aeronautical Society of India Building, Suranjandas Road, Off Old Madras Road,
Bangalore 560075. Karnataka.
Printed at Rashtrotthana Mudranalaya, 19/1, K.G.Nagar, Bangalore-19.

Sensor & Transmitters
Pressure
Dewpoint and Moisture in oil
Air velocity and ﬂow
Accelerometers
LVDT,RVDT,TILT and position monitoring system
CO2 & CO Transmitters
Humidity and Temperature

Jupiter Integrated Sensor Systems Pvt Ltd
(ISO 9001-2008) A 401,Kailash Indl Complex,
Behind Godrej Colony, Nr.ParkSite, Vikhroli (W),Mumbai-79,India.
keyur@jupiterelectronics.co.in | prashant.patil@jupiterelectronics.co.in | atul@jupiterelectronics.co.in

T:91-22-25186470/71/72 | F:91-22-25186473 | M:91-9819440117
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Indocool Forays into
Aerospace and Defence

I

S Ramachandran
Managing Director

ndocool Composites Private
Limited, has begun its
journey with an objective
of catering to domestic and
international FRP industries, has
entered defence, aerospace and
railways domains. The company,
currently caters to wind, oil,
construction, automobile and
electrical industries, is striving to
make its presence felt in all the
new disciplines in near future.
S Ramachandran, Managing
Director, Indocool, has said the
company’s customer-centric
approach, ethical business
practices won for it a supreme
status in composite industrial
arena. Indocool has created
world-class infrastructure
and capability to produce
composites products for
domestic and international
customers by focusing on
safety, quality and timely
delivery as top most priority.
Ramachandran has added that
Indocool followed the belief that
employees are the most valuable
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assets of an organization. “We
at Indocool not only hire people
matching our needs but beyond
that we groom them on every
new process / technology,
encourage their creativity,
motivate to succeed, facilitate
their basic needs and provide
freedom to think beyond and
thereby enable Indocool a
better place to work,” he said.
The dedicated teamwork
has enabled Indocool to be
certified with ISO-9001 2015,
OHSAS 18001 – 2007 and EMS
14001-2015. The company
has earned various awards
viz., Top MSME Exporter in

Fault Tolerant Remote Data Acquisition

Fault Tolerant Environmental Control

Ascentech - New
Identity of Mobile
Shelters and HVAC

A

Southern Region (Gold) 2015
– 16, Best Emerging Exporter
2014 – 15 and Construction
Industry Award 2014.
Ramachandran has said
that safety, quality, delivery,
continuous improvement,
employee welfare, honest
relationship with the
company’s customers,
supplier and contractors
would enable Indocool to
become the company of
choice to all stakeholders.

scentech Engineering solutions Pvt Ltd., a MSME based
at Hyderabad, is looking at new horizons in defence
production with the Design & Manufacture of Military
Mobile shelters, MIL grade HVAC system and lightweight Aluminium
Mast system. The company, led by highly qualified Ex-Defence
personnel, has been incorporated to meet the requirements of
defence and commercial applications. Ascentech, which has majority
shareholders from Apollo Hospital Group, has skilled manpower
in Engineering and Production drawn from defence industries
engaged in the area of defence Shelter Production from 12 years.
At this year’s DefExpo, Ascentech will put on display some of
its best products. Military ISO Aluminium shelters of standard
configuration of S 280C/G type or 20ft / 40ft are the main products
of the company. At the expo, Ascentech is showcasing an ISO
EMI Shielded Carbon Composite having widespread application
in hostile mountain terrains, high altitude and coastal region
subjected to saline condition. The ISO shelters are tested against
ASTM E 1925 and are qualified for EMI shielding attenuation as per
IEEE 299. Ascentech has also exported Military shelters to Israel.
Ascentech manufactures MIL grade HVAC system with TOT
from M/s Kinetics (Elbit System), Israel. 1.5T/2T/3T capacities
MIL grade AC’s are manufactured and tested in its modern
Psychometric lab facility. These HVAC systems are extremely
lightweight and can sustain shock/vibration in Military application.
Ascentech has achieved 98% of indigenous sourcing of the HVAC
systems by developing local sources and is poised to export
these HVAC systems worldwide at a very competitive rate.
An innovative all Aluminium Self-Supported Mast systems
of 10m, 12m, 18m heights capable of supporting around 100120kg payload in a wind condition of 120kmph has been
developed and operated electro mechanically. The Mast has
been manufactured with special high strength Aluminium
Alloy of hexagonal section for the first time in the country.
Ascentech Engineering also design and manufactured Commercial
products like Cool dolly units for Airport Cargo handling
department, Military Flat bed, Shelter levelling system etc.

Navigational Feedback Unit with Resolver

in Make in India with two decades of contributions
l Pioneer
to the Indian Space Agency Programs, Indian Navy and Industrial Sector.
l Offering Services and Products focused for Marine, Industrial and Aerospace Applications.
to design and manufacture products for stiff MIL STD / JSS 55555 Standards
l Capable
to meet environmental and EMI / EMC requirements.

l Qualied to meet MIL STD / JSS 55555 standards.
Major contributions

8
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Master Slave Manipulator to work in Hazardous area for IGACR

8
8
8

Life critical environment control system for underwater vessels.

8
8

Reactor for the production of silicon for US company in Korea

Supervisory, Control and Data Acquisition system for Testing of Satellites in Thermo vacuum chamber by
simulating space condition. Both Chandrayan and Managalyan were tested with this system.

Automated Test Equipment for Endurance Trial for Ship Steering Shafts and gear.
Navigation feedback unit with resolver based sensors for the measurement of angular positions
of the Aft plane, Vertical plane and Fin plane

Break out detection system for cold rolling mills for steel production.
IOT Solution for Battery Monitoring and Level Monitoring for Dubai Metro and Airport

New Offerings

l Adsorption technology. We are planning to build CO2 Adsorbers for Defence as well Oil and Gas
applications. Our Simulated Moving Bed technology will be key factor for size and efciency.

l We are adding key services in building simulators with rst principles based
modelling using Modelica to support design, optimization and training,
We are bringing to DEFEXPO - electro mechanical solutions, MIL qualied products and our new Adsorption, Modelling and Simulation verticals.

174, 19th Main Road, 4th Sector, HSR Layout, Bangalore - 560102
Email: sales@sunluxtechnovations.com, rvk@sunluxtechnovations.com, Phone: 9036025683, 9036025692
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Shri JAYASURIYA Enterprise –
‘ The Aero Innovators ‘

S. Kalaai Arasu - CEO

S

hri JAYASURIYA Enterprise, an
AS9100D Certified & NABL
Accredited manufacturing unit
based in Chennai, is one of the leading
companies in the Design & Development
of Airworthy Products.The company,
which is also a CEMILAC, DRDO Certified
Firm, manufactures and supplies Machined

& Sheet Metal Parts, Expendables and
Standard Parts on various International
standards to support many Aviation, Space
and Defence industries. It has indigenized
over 100 series of parts which covers more
than 15000 individual Parts numbers and has
obtained RCMA’s, CEMILAC, DRDO Approvals
to use on various airborne platforms.
The company,which has 105 employees,
is a supplier for many public and private
aerospace and defence companies including
ISRO, various DRDO Labs, HAL and its
divisions like LCA, ARDC, Cheetah Chetak
(Barrackpore), Aircraft, Aircraft Overhaul,
Helicopter (ALH, LCH, RWRDC, MRO),
Sukhoi Engine & Engine Division(Koraput),
Aircraft & Aircraft Overhaul Division
(Nasik). ‘SJE’ also supplies products to
Brahmos Aerospace, L&T, BEL, Indian
Air force, Indian Navy, BDL etc.
Shri JAYASURIYA Enterprise has received
Award for ‘Excellence in indigenization
of Aerospace standard parts’. It is also a
TNPCB approved source for Cadmium
Plating, Anodizing, Nickel, Silver/Zinc
Plating, Passivation Etc. It manufactures
and supplies Machined Metal Parts, Sheet
Metal Parts, Expendables and Standard Parts
for Aviation, Space and Defence Industry.
The company has State of Art
manufacturing facilities which include
Hot & Cold Forging Machines, Multi
Forging Machines, CNC Turning &
Milling Centres, Sheet Metal Shops,
Auto Lathes, Spinning Machines, Fillet
Rolling Machines, Shot Blasting, NABL

TOUGH

CASE

Authorized Dealer for

Accredited Mechanical Labs, Analytical
Labs, Heat Treatment Shop, NDT, Salt Spray
Chambers etc. The raw materials used
are 07X16H6, 12X18H10T, 13X11H2B2MΦ,
15X18H12C4T, AMR5П, 5056, 12X18H9T,
LS-59, 09X16H4Б-Ш, BT16, VT6, 1Kh17N2,
30XrCA, 16XSN, 35NC6, 1.4541, A286, B65,
2024, 2017, 2117, 6Al4V (AMS 4928),CT45,
CT20, AISI 300 Series, Monal 400 etc.
Shri JAYASURIYA Enterprise is focusing
on its business expansions by having tie ups
with foreign OEMs and Tier two suppliers
of Global aerospace industries. Further two
acres of land have been earmarked to this
company in Chennai Aerospace Park,
Vallam Vadagal, Sriperumbudur, Chennai,
by the Tamil Nadu Government. For more
details contact: V.K. SURESH – Manager
, mob: 98408 88771, 8807585853, Email
: ceo@jayasuriya.org, info@jayasuriya.
org, jayasuriyafasteners@gmail.com.

TM
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.....One shelf for customized transit cases

Microfine Bushings Offers Quality Spares

M

icrofine
Bushings
Pvt. Ltd.,
a Chennai-based
ISO 9001:2008
company, is a
supplier of defence
and aerospace
components to
several major
manufacturers.
The company is also a proven service
provider of CNC milling & turning, grinding
supplier and manufacturer of drill jig
bushes, precision machined components.
Microfine has also been a supplier of Aero
Spares/ Services &APUS and components.
The range of services provided by Microfine

includes manufacture of aerospace &
defence parts sub-assemblies, established
system & procedures specifically for
aerospace and defence parts and subassemblies, ALG mechanism sub-assembly,
connecting rods for heavy duty engines,
etc. With a team of competent personnel,
well-equipped QC & inspection labs and
well-maintained machines suitable for
aerospace standards, Microfine has been
proving a wide range of products to the
Indian defence and aerospace industries.
The defence portfolio of Microfine includes
auxiliary parts for Battle Tank & Engines, ALG
Mechanism Rammer Chain for T90, Advanced
Feed Coupling for T90, Booster Pump
Assemly, Control Rack Assembly, BMP Control
Panel Assembly, Clicker Assembly, Machining

of V92S2 Cylinder Heads, Main, Forked and
Articulated Connecting Rod Assemblies etc.
The range of aerospace components
of Microfine includes Launch Umbilical,
Pyro Devices & Systems, Linear Actuators
(LVDT) for PS3 and PS4, Coupling and
Connectors (QC/DC), Satellite Separation
Systems, Satellite Spring Thruster Systems,
Stage Separation Systems, MRC Actuators,
Launch Hold Release Mechanism etc.
Microfine has been working with a
lot public and private defence firms in
India. Some of the public firms which
are the clients of Microfine Bushings are
Heavy Vehicles Factory Avadi, Engine
Factory Avadi, ISRO, HAL – Aerospace
Division, Bharat Electronics Ltd. etc.

Microfine Bushings Private Ltd.
ISO 9001:2008 Certified Organization

107, SIDCO Industrial Estate
Ambattur, Chennai – 600 098
Tel: 044-2625 0432 Fax: 044-2625 7268
Email: microfine2008@gmail.com Web: www.microfineindia.com
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DEFENCE COMPONENTS
ALG Mechanism Rammer Chain for
T90

Geosensors

# 203 P.N.Residency, Streetno:2, Lane no:1,
Tarnaka, Hyderabad-500017
Ph: 040 40205327 / 9963690372, Email: sales@geosensors.in
website: www.geosensors.in / www.toughcase.in

Email: sales@geosensors.in

website: www.geosensors.in
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IGIS

Helitracker Enables
Hassle-Free Flight Tracking

C

hennai-based Elektronik Lab
India (P) Ltd, has developed the
Helitracker, a hand-carry tracking
and fleet management system for aircrafts
which gives minute-by-minute updates
of the whereabouts of the aircrafts even
from a thousand miles away. This DO160G
compliant portable tracker, seen in
military aircrafts, helicopters and business
jet operators enhances the situation
awareness of whereabouts of air assets.
The use of Helitracker” exceeds the
requirements for flight following both as
per the CAR’s issued & Air Safety Circular 04
of 2014. In addition to tracking, Elektronik
Lab’s advanced solution provides important
inputs into a planned maintenance system
which also addresses safety management
issues (SMS) as laid out by CAR section
1 series C part 1 of 20th July 2010.
With Helitracker, flight departments
can monitor the movements of their
helicopters or aircrafts anywhere in the
world using Elab’s helitracker.com portal.
This user-friendly software is available
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either as a cloud-based application or as
a local-server-based solution. Powered by
a host of essential tracking applications
& services the viewing software has a
built-in potent network and geo location
databases for flight data analysis.
Weather reports from all airports in India
is available on the Helitracker app. Since
the software is a Made in India product,
any level of customization is possible. With
helitracker.com, flight departments and
logistic managers have the best management
tool with access to the information including
Flight position in Lat, Long & altitude, speed
and course, waypoint checks and alerts,
map or radar view of aircrafts, flight path
taken and deviation alert if any, geofencing
breach alerts if entering restricted airspace,
planned maintenance tools for timely
maintenance & replacement of spares,
logistic management records for take-off,
landing and flight time logs, and flight
recorder for replay during analysis & training.
Elektronik Lab has also provided solutions
for real life issues to many governments.
Tsunami warning systems, tracking of
fishing vessels after the 26/11 attacks
and the VVIP air to ground network are a
few of the key projects that the company
has executed in the last decade.
Evitalz - Telemedicine Kit
Evitalz telemedicine Kit is a combination
of medical diagnostic devices and secured
patient consultation software. The kit

Design, Development and Production of Geo-Scientific Instruments

SSR-MP-ATS

offers a comprehensive solution for air crew
or any trained users to capture, store and
transmit patient’s vital signs data to medical
specialists for further consultation. The
Evitalz kit transmits data via any network
available. This ability to share vital signs
data in real time will allow the doctor on
ground to make an informed decision as to
whether the aircraft needs to be diverted
or landed for the patient to get treatment.
The key features and benefits of Evitalz
are display of patient’s vital signs in real
time, lightweight and easily transportable
low bandwidth usage secure login and
data encryption, secure Video and Data
Streaming, HIPAA compliance, optional
videoconferencing etc. It can capture
and relay stills and video to further
support clinical decision-making and
can provide encrypted data transmission
by 3G/4G, GSM and Satellite.
SARVA Kit
SARVA is a device for soldier-tracking that
has been designed in consultation with
military experts who have spent over 30
man-years in hostile militant environments.
SARVA is a real-time soldier tracking
and communication system capable of
“following” all your unit elements in a
tactical combat operation. The palm-sized,
Inmarsat-based satellite unit with a very high
sensitive and fast acquisition GPS is carried
in the soldiers “man-pack”. It is the smallest
self-contained Inmarsat device in the world
The key features and benefits include
satellite-based tracking, future proofed
and tested for satellite pickup, works
independent of any existing infrastructure,
unique ID programmable for each unit, Panic
Button (SOS), integrated fast high sensitive
GNSS, battery Status Monitoring via android
app, water splash proof - IP 65 etc. It connects
to Android App for two-way messaging and
has external battery pack compatibility.

SSR-MP1

DDR-3

Authorised Dealers for

.....new era of locating yourself
AVENTURA

TRAIL
VELO
MOUNTAIN

HORIZON

TRUPULSE TACTICAL
R

VELO

Professional
measurements and
industrial sensors .

Professional
Measurement

Industrial
Sensors

Capture The Right Measurements
Every Time.

The ideal handheld LRF tool
for S.W.A.T. and law
enforcement snipers.

For Details Please Contact:

Integrated Geo Instruments
& Services (P) Limited

# 12-13-382, Street No. 18, Tarnaka, Hyderabad - 500017, Telangana, India.
Ph.: 040-42218456 / 27018456 , Email: info@igisindia.com

Email: info@igisindia.com
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Shavo Technologies – Pioneering
High Technologies

Rushil Shah
MD, Shavo Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

E

ver since its inception
nearly 25 years ago,
Shavo Technologies Pvt.
Ltd. has marked its presence
in various sectors with a
diversified portfolio of niche
high technologies. Originally
operating as a division of Shavo
Norgren India Pvt. Ltd., Shavo
Technologies was formed
as a separate entity in 1996
representing international
companies in variety of sectors.
Since then the company has
been striving to give better value
to the discerning customer by
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leveraging the technologies
from the world over. From
static elimination solutions to
precision air moving products
to instrumentation fittings and
high purity gas delivery systems,
Shavo represents some of the
world leaders in their respective
fields for technology solutions.
With a wide spectrum of
products and technologies, the
company serves over a thousand
customers of multifarious
sectors including semiconductor,
aerospace, defence, chemical, oil
& gas, automobile and so on. The

company’s core selling concept,
which is crucial for any solutionoriented company, is based
on Shavo’s deep application
knowledge and command
over the technologies it sells.
Shavo has gone from selling
components to systems and
solutions and turnkey capability
in an effort to keep offering
better value by leveraging the
technologies it provides.
All the Principals of Shavo
Technologies have specific
technologies that would be
classified as ‘cutting edge’
considering their global
leadership in respective fields.
In a first in the industry, the
company has ‘cutting edge’
integrated power supply ionising
bars with full feedback control
for Static Elimination. For Gas
Delivery, Shavo has some of
the most sophisticated fully
automated systems, HORIBA a
multi gas, multi range Mass Flow
controller capable of dealing
with the most dangerous gases.
Shavo Technologies’ journey of
working with High Technology
Industries has started with Gast,

a recognized world leader in
the design and manufacture of
air moving products including
Vacuum Pumps, Compressors,
Air Motors, Gear Motors, Vacuum
Generators and Regenerative
Blowers. Over the years, the
company has released many
new pumps that have extended
typical service life to new
frontiers especially with the
new rocking piston technology
pioneered by Gast. The latest
87 R series offers industry
leading pressure performance
at lowest noise levels.
The company is one of
the leading suppliers of
instrumentation valves to
petrochemical industries. The
valves and regulators supplied
to the Chemical Industry have
a wide range of certifications
and course type approvals from
various third parties like Lloyds’,
TUV, DNV, etc. The products meet
all industrial standards required
such as ASTM F-1387, for Oil &

Gas, ECR 110 for Automotive NACE, for Sour Service and
many more. The Tescom vaporizing regulators of Shavo
is the first such unit to have PESO / CCOE Approval
from Nagpur, in addition to having ATEX Approval.
Shavo is also one of the pioneers in the supply of
energy absorption and vibration isolation products
which have a lot of applications in the Industrial space
like Factory Automation especially with Pneumatics.
Shavo also finds safety applications such as end stops
for large cranes like those found in steel and ports
as an important area. It also focuses on vibration
isolation with special attention to strategic electronics
in the Defence Sector which has some of the most
stringent requirements for G force transmissibility.
Shavo also supplies a range of products to the
automotive industry and it almost covers the entire
breath of the product lines e.g. all engine testing for
the Euro VI norms use Shavo’s Tescom Central Gas
Supply Systems for calibration gases. It also supplies
Gast Air Motors almost extensively to all automotive
paint kitchens. The Enidine shock absorbers are
found at the end of travel on many assembly lines.
The Meech Jet Stream Ionizing Systems clean &
neutralize car bodies and plastic parts prior to painting
and our other Fluid Control products find extensive
applications in the CNG space and the automotive
testing area such as car air bag testing for example.
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Polyhose - Providing Flexible
Solutions Globally
Polyhose India Pvt. Ltd. is a well-known name in
the global arena as a manufacturer of Hydraulic,
Thermoplastic, P.T.F.E & Industrial hoses and
tubing. We strive to become one of the top
five companies in the global Fluid Conveyance
Industry in the next 10 years by way of organic
and inorganic growth through acquisition.
Polyhose will be making significant Investment
in the North American Market to strengthen
our business in the coming years. We are a firm
believer of India Growth Story and our vision
is to establish the world’s largest hose plant in
Chennai with assembly units spread across, says
Shabbir YJ, Managing Director, Polyhose Group.
He speaks with Aeromag about Polyhose’s
business operations and expansion plans.

SHABBIR YJ
MD, Polyhose Group
Could you tell us about Polyhose
group and the products offered?
Polyhose Group today has a turnover of
USD 120 million with over 1800 employees
working world wide for a common goal
from 15 nations “Providing flexible solutions
globally”. We offer complete range of
Rubber, Thermoplastic, Industrial, PTFE,
SS Flexible hoses and hose assemblies
which finds applications like Defence,
Aerospace, Medical, Automotive, Earth
moving, Agriculture, Oil & Gas Industry.
Polyhose currently produce over 50 million
metres of hose per annum and export over
65% of our products. Quality is our Hall mark
and we are the proud recipient of Platinum
Award from one of our global customers
consistently for the last five years. We are
committed to bring advanced & world
class technology in the Global market.

a major growth coming from India and the
North American Markets. Our order books
are good and growing, but I have always
believed in investing ahead of time, so I
am ready for the opportunities ahead.
Polyhose regularly exports its products to
international customers. Could you please
shed some light on your export business ?
Polyhose Group is an Indian MNC with
operations in all Major Overseas Markets
like North America, Europe, Middle East and
ASEAN Countries. Over 65% of Polyhose
Group revenue is generated from these
markets through distribution and some
selected OEMs. Our Vision is to become
the one of the top five companies in the
global Fluid Conveyance Industry in the
next ten years by way of organic and
inorganic growth through acquisition. We
will be making significant investments in
the North American market to strengthen
our business in the coming years.
Could you talk about the latest
products developed by Polyhose
for Indian Defence industry?
We are committed to the Indian Defence
Industry and our products finds wider
applications in Tanks, Cryogenic Fuel transfer,

Submarines and Offshore Patrol Vehicles
for the Navy. We developed customized PU
tube used for Dover application for Indian
Navy. We believe that there is a lot of import
substitution possible and are developing
many products to promote indigenization
through Make in India program.
Tell us about your Aerospace
Division and the products offered
for aerospace application.
We are certified to AS9100D Aerospace
Quality Management system and working on
NADCAP certification for “Fluid Distribution
system. We are a one-stop technology
solution provider for all kind of PTFE Hoses,
Fittings and Complete range of sleeves. We
for meeting new customers.
have dedicated aerospace assembly line, in9. What is the future roadmap for
Manufacturer
oftoFluid
house testing facility
meet Conveyance
the standards System
Polyhose? Share with us expansion
of Aerospace industry and are working with
plans and objectives?
some
global majors
their requirements.
a firm believer
“Polyhose”
is aforwell
known name in We
theareGlobal
arena ofasIndia
a Growth
world class
8.manufacturer
Could you talk about
Polyhose’ s
and our
vision is to&establish
the hoses
of Thermoplastic,
P.T.F.E,Story
Rubber
Hydraulic
Industrial
participation
DefExpoHaving
2018? How
do
world’s
largestcertification
hose plant in Chennai
and end in
fittings.
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to various
like AS9100D
you
look at the expo
as platform to ISO/TS,
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established SS flexible hose manufacturing
unit in joint venture with Tofle of Japan.
We relocated our end fitting plant from
overseas to Chennai in 2017, so we could
be the one stop reliable solution for our
customers. Recently, we have started a
heavy fabrication unit for making Tipper
Bodies and Buckets for excavators, profile
parts etc. Often, I look back to 1996, when
we started with just seven employees,
yielding first sales of USD 0.13 million,

An Ideal Partner for Indigenization

Polyhose India Pvt Ltd

and I am thankful to our customers
and our diverse dedicated employees
who have helped us reach this level.

Polyhose Towers, 8th Floor, West wing, No 86 Mount Road, Guindy,
Chennai, Tamil Nadu - 600032
+ 91 44 2220 0275

aerospace@polyhose.com
info@polyhose.com

www.polyhose.com

What are the milestones achieved by
Polyhose over two decades of business in
fluid conveyance system manufacturing?

Could you please share some of the
recent achievements of Polyhose? Also,
provide some details about your business
in terms of sales, order book position etc.
2005 marked a new beginning when we
We have transformed ourselves as a Highestablished Polyhose India Rubber facility
Quality OEM Solution provider for the Heavy
in Sriperumbudur, with capacity to produce
Commercial Vehicle Platform and select
20 million metres of Rubber Reinforced
Construction Equipment Manufacturer in
is conveyance
a well known
name
in the Global arena as a world class
hoses per annum as a JV with Caterpillar.“Polyhose”
India for fluid
products. We
are
We started a new PTFE Extrusion division manufacturer
targeting to exceed
a sales revenue of 150P.T.F.E, Rubber Hydraulic & Industrial hoses
of Thermoplastic,
in 2008, with a state of art facility the first
MN USD by 2020 only in Fluid conveyance
and end
fittings. Having accreditation to various certification like AS9100D
of its kind in South Asia region. We also
products from the current 120 MN USD with

Manufacturer of Fluid Conveyance System
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(Aerospace), ISO 9001:2008, ISO/TS, Special approvals like DNV for Marine &
PED, DOT, UL, MSHA, DGMS, ICAT, CAT, Polyhose provides best in class
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Elbit Systems to Display an
Array of Solutions at DefExpo
.....with The Nation’s Premier Defence Company

Bharat Electronics Limited
Empowering the Nation’s Defence Forces

E

lbit Systems Ltd will showcase a
range of solutions at the upcoming
DefExpo 2018 at the company booth
(Hall 1 booth #1.1.3) and in the booths of
Elbit Systems’ business partners represent
a vast portfolio addressing the modern
battlefield’s challenges. Among these are
fixed and rotary-wing solutions, unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) and advanced
solutions in the areas of Electro-Optics (EO),
Electronic Warfare (EW), Command, Control,
Communication, Computers & Intelligence
(C4I) and munitions. The major highlights of
Elbit Systems at the expo are the following.
Rotary and Fixed-Wing Aircraft Solutions
All-in-SMALL™- Is a cutting-edge, integrated
EW suite in a single Line Replaceable
Unite (LRU), with comprehensive,
advanced EW capabilities. The suite can
be effectively integrated with direct infrared countermeasure (DIRCM) systems,
thus enabling extremely fast handover from infra-red passive airborne
warning system (IR PAWS) to DIRCM.
Armoured Fighting Vehicles
(AFVs) Systems
IronVision™ is a groundbreaking
Helmet Mounted Display (HMD) system
for AFVs that provides a 360-degree
panoramic visualization of the surrounding
environment. Integrated with critical
mission data and enabling the crew to
‘see-through’ their vehicle’s armor in
real time, IronVision allows fighting in
“Closed Hatches”, while maintaining full
situational awareness. Incorporating a
layer of Elbit Systems’ patented ARTIST™
–Augmented Reality Integrated Training
System into the IronVision HMD can serve
as a ‘true-to-life’ training system that offers
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sophisticated, high-fidelity operational
scenarios with extreme combat accuracy.
Munitions Systems
LIZARD™ (Multimedia presentation) is a
family of modular guidance kits offering
the option of Laser-Seeker (LIZARD2 and
LIZARD3) or dual mode (GPS/INS and Laser,
LIZARD4) guidance. By converting general
purpose bombs into smart munitions,
Lizard increases the capability to counter
any stationary or moving target, day
and night, in all weather conditions.
SkyStriker is a fully autonomous loitering
munitions (LM) system capable of longrange precise tactical strikes. SkyStriker
improves situational awareness and
survivability by providing direct-fire aerial
precision capabilities to maneuvering
troops and Special Forces. A cost effective
mobile platform, SkyStriker offers quick
deployment and ease of operation. The
system will be displayed at Alpha booth.
C4I Solutions
PNR-1000 Part of the E-LynX™ family,
the SDR PNR-1000 IP radio is the ultimate
solution for armed forces who wish to
provide their dismounted soldiers with
advanced communication technology. The
radio offers 64-member ad-hoc networking
including automatic voice and data relay,
significantly enhancing the soldier’s
situational awareness and operational
effectiveness. As the newest generation of
personal networking radios (PNR) at the full
NATO RF spectrum 225-512 MHz, the PNR1000 is the lightest of its kind in the market.
GRX-8000 is the latest generation NATO
Band IV, Dual Mode - High Capacity (HC)
mode and Frequency Hopping (FH) mode
line-of-sight broadband radio relay system

developed by Elbit Systems. Designed
to meet present and future tactical
communications requirements, the softwaredefined radio relay system supports latest
IP and legacy communications protocols
(G703, EUROCOM and others). GRX-8000
is Jamming Resistant ECCM RR, enabling
interference-free communications.
Weapon-Integrated Battle Management
System (WinBMS™) is a networked integrated
battle management solution enhancing
the connectivity and coordination of
maneuvering forces at the tactical level.
Based on integrated sensor and weapon
systems, WinBMS provides a full-scale
solution both at the task force level and
within the armored combat platform,
thereby increasing the combat effectiveness
of the combined force within the dynamic
battlefield. The WinBMS can be implemented
on both modern and legacy platforms
DOMINATOR™ is Elbit Systems’ well
tested and operationally proven command
and control suite for the dismounted
force member. DOMINATOR is comprised
of integrated hardware components,
C4I applications and an advanced inhouse developed load carriage system,
interconnecting dismounted forces and
providing superior situational awareness
and a high level of command and control.
Elbit Systems will also be a part of its
business partners’ stands at the expo
including Adani - Hall 3, Stand 3.2.1b, Alpha
Design Technologies (ADTL) – Hall 1, stands
1.1.7 and 1.2.8, Bharat Electronics Limited
(BEL) – Hall 2, stand 2.1.1, Bharat Forge
(BFL) – Hall 3, Stand 3.1.1, Garden Reach
Shipbuilders & Engineers (GRSE) - Hall
4, Stands 4.1.3.a, Larsen & Toubro – Hall
8, Stand 8.1.5b and Tata Aerospace and
Defence - Hall 4, Stands 4.2.4 and 4.2.5
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like solar traffic signals and Electronic
Voting Machines (EVMs). BEL’s reliable and
tamper-proof EVMs have redefined voting
in India, facilitating free and fair elections.
BEL’s customers include the Army, Navy,
Air Force, Paramilitary, Coast Guard, Police,
Doordarshan, All India Radio, Department
of Telecommunications and consumers of
professional electronic components.
Research & Development has been one of
BEL’s core strengths, helping it maintain its
pre-eminence in Defence electronics. The
Company has been spending about 9%
of its turnover on R&D. BEL has extensive
infrastructure — its manufacturing
network is spread over 9 Units located
across the country. BEL provides after sales
support whenever and wherever required,
irrespective of time or terrain. For instance,

Schilka Upgrade

uided by a farsighted vision to
make the country self-reliant
in Defence electronics, Bharat
Electronics Limited (BEL) was set up in
Bangalore in 1954 by the Government
of India under the Ministry of Defence
(MoD). From a humble beginning, BEL has
come a long way. It is now a Navratna PSU
and India’s foremost Defence electronics
company.
BEL is a multi-product, multi-technology,
multi-Unit conglomerate boasting of over
350 products in the areas of Radars, Missile
Systems, Military Communications, Naval

Systems, Electronic Warfare & Avionics, C4I
Systems, Electro Optics, Tank Electronics
& Gun/Weapon System Upgrades,
Solar Photovoltaic Systems, Electronic
Components and civilian products.
The gamut of products includes small
components costing a few rupees to huge
systems costing crores of rupees. With its
expertise developed over the years, the
company also provides turnkey systems
solutions. While Defence continues to
contribute to nearly 80 to 85% of its
revenue, BEL has touched a chord with the
common man through civilian products

Akash Weapon System
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Low Level Light Weight Radar-Aslesha
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with the nation’s premier defence company

Electronic Voting Machine

L-70 Gun Upgrade

Passive Night Vision Binocular

Software Defined Radio - Manpack
its support to the Defence forces during
the Kargil operation was well appreciated.
Bharat Electronics has achieved the
landmark turnover of more than Rs.10000
Crores (Provisional & Unaudited) during
FY 2017-18, sustaining double digit growth
over the previous year’s turnover of Rs.8825
Crores.
Some of the flagship projects executed
during the year include Integrated Air
Command & Control System (IACCS),
Weapon Locating Radar (WLR), Hand Held
Thermal Imager (HHTI), Akash Weapon
System (Army), Naval Fire Control System,
Integrated Communication System, 3-D
Tactical Control Radar (TCR), Electronic
Warfare Systems, L-70 Gun Upgrade,

Electronic Voting Machines (EVM) and
Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT).
Gowtama M V, Chairman & Managing
Director, BEL, has said that the focus
on indigenisation for self-reliance has
continued with more vigour, besides
capacity building, expansion and enhanced
outsourcing to SME sector.
“BEL has been able to maintain good
order acquisition this year. These efforts
will complement BEL to sustain growth,
capitalise future opportunities and
consolidate market leadership in the
Defence business,” he said.
Outlook for the Future
BEL will continue indigenisation efforts

in line with ‘Make in India’ initiative.
Radars, Missile Systems, Communication &
Network Centric Systems, Tank Electronics,
Gun Upgrades, Electro-Optic Systems and
Electronic Warfare & Avionics Systems are
expected to drive BEL’s growth. BEL will
also look at capacity enhancement and
creation of new test facilities for Defence
business.
The Company is pursuing business
opportunities in Solar Energy, Homeland
Security, Smart Cities, Smart Cards and
Telecom. Strategies and action plans
in place to face competition, maintain
technological edge and retain leadership
position in strategic electronics.
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BEL showcasing its might
at DEFEXPO 2018

EL is participating in the biennial
Land, Naval and Internal Homeland
Security
Systems
Exhibition
DEFEXPO 2018, being organised from April
11 to 14, 2018, at Thiruvidanthai, Thiruporur
Taluk, Kancheepuram, East Coast Road,
Chennai.
Navratna
defence
Public
Sector
Undertaking Bharat Electronics Limited
(BEL) is showcasing its capabilities spanning
every domain of its business – Radar and
Fire Control Systems, Network Centric
Systems, C4I Systems, Communication
Systems, Missile Systems,
Electronic
Warfare & Avionics, Anti-Submarine
Warfare Systems, Naval Systems, Electro
Optics & Laser Systems, Gun Upgrades, Tank
Electronics, Home Land Security Systems,
Technology Modules, Simulators, Shelters
and civilian products. BEL is displaying its
R&D capabilities by demonstrating some
of its new products / technologies through
launching of 11 products. The theme for
this year’s display is ‘Make in India.’
BEL is displaying a host of new radars –
3D C/D Band Air Surveillance Radar (3D
ASR), Weapon Locating Radar, Active
Electronically Scanned Array - Battle Field
Surveillance Radar (AESA-BFSR), Ground
Penetrating Radar, Through Wall Radar,
3D Low Level Light Weight Radar, Surface
Surveillance Radar and Secondary Radar
(Identification of Friend or Foe Interrogator

–IFFI MK XII).
The Network Centric Systems on display
include Trusted Network SolutionDemo, Combat Management System, C4I
technology-Demo, Air Defence Control &
Reporting System and Coastal Surveillance
System.
Communication Systems on display
includes the Software Defined Radio (SDR)
Airborne – Live Demo, SDR Manpack,
Combat Net Radio Mk II, Mine Field
Recording System, Handheld Satcom
terminals, IP Modem & IP Encryptor,
Satcom On The Move, Secure Smart Phone,
Carbon Fibre Antenna, Secure Military
Wireless LAN, 100 Mbps Radio, Advanced
VLF Receiver / Modulator, Helmet Mounted
Display System, Beacon-MkIII, ULSB
MK-III and Integrated Fire Detection &
Suppression System.
Missile System on display is be Akash
Weapon System.
Electronic Warfare & Airborne products
on display will include Modern Electronic
Warfare System (VARUNA), Manpack
Jammer, Radar Finger Printing System
(RFPS), avionics for Light Combat Aircraft
(LCA) – Digital Flight Control Computer
(DFCC), Air Data Computer (ADC), Pylon
Interface Box – Inboard, Outboard, Laser
(PIB-IB, OB, Laser), Stores Interface Box
(SIB), Function Sensor Display Unit (FSDU),
Multi Function Rotary switch (MFR), Multi

Coastal Surveillance System
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Function Keyboard (MFK), Engine Fuel
Indicator (EFI), Get-U-Home (GUH); Multi
Spectral Warning System (MSWS), Radar
Warning Receiver (RWR) and Rustom
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) LRUs –
Airborne Integrated Payload Processing
Unit (AIPPU), Ground Integrated Payload
Processing Unit (GIPPU), Airborne Spread
Spectrum Modem (ASSM), Ground Spread
Spectrum Modem (GSSM) and COMPASS
(Compact
Multi-Purpose
Advanced
Stabilized Surveillance System).
Anti-Submarine Warfare Systems on
display includes Advanced Composite
Communication System(ACCS) for Naval
Platform, USHSH-2, HUMSA NG, Hull
Mounted Sonar-X, IAC MoD-C, SONAR
DOME, Advanced Torpedo defence
System(ATDS)- Maareech and Transducers.
Also on display will be the complete range
of Electro Optics, Laser, tank Electronics &
Gun Upgrade Systems – Hand Held Thermal
Imager(HHTI) with Laser range Finder(LRF),
Long Range Surveillance System-Prahari,
Passive Night Sight for INSAS Rifle / LMG
and for Rocket Launcher, Passive Night
Vision Binocular, Goggle and Monocular,
Thermal Imager Sight for Assault Rifle
(Uncooled), Multi-Purpose Reflex Weapon
Sight, Laser Warning System, Laser Dazzler,
Laser Range Finder – Air Defence Higher
Repetition, Light Weight Portable Laser
target Designator(LWPLTD), EOFCS: 5PPS,
Electronic fuses for Mortars, Artillery
Guns & Rockets, NBCRV Model, L-70 Gun
Upgrade and Remote Control Weapon
System(RCWS).
Technology modules like MEMS Pressure
Transducers, CTD Sensors, Quad T/R
modules, Pulsed Power Amplifiers, BlockUp Converters, Digital Receivers & Signal
Processors will be on display. Other Systems
on display include Border Management
System, Command & Control for Homeland
Applications, new generation Shelters &
Masts, EVM, X-Ray Baggage Inspection
System, Chemical Agent Monitor(e-nasika),
Point of Sale, Tablet PC and Batteries.
Various Simulators will also be showcased.
The highlight of BEL’s Outdoor display will
be the 3D C/D Band Air Surveillance Radar
(3D ASR), Weapon Locating Radar (WLR),
Upgraded Schilka Weapon System, L-70
Gun Upgrade, SATCOM on the Move (SoTM)
and Gun Shot Detection System.

Flying High
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Raksha Mantri inaugurates
BEL Academy for Excellence,
advanced testing facilities

Hon’ble Raksha Mantri, Mr Arun Jaitley, cutting the ribbon
to inaugurate the BEL Academy for Excellence.
he Hon’ble Raksha Mantri, Mr Arun has been built at a cost of Rs. 47 crores.
Jaitley, inaugurated an Academy The Academy is envisaged to address the
for Excellence and two state-of- training needs of not only the employees
the-art testing facilities — EMC Test facility of BEL, but also its customers and vendors/
and Near Field Antenna Test Range at partners, especially MSMEs/SMEs. The
institution, which will be affiliated to
national/international universities, will also
cater to the skill development initiatives
of the Central Government. The training
programmes have been structured around
three core areas: Quality, Technology, and
Leadership, with various programmes
designed with the help of experts from
major institutes like IITs, IIMs, IISC, IETE, ISI,
ASQ, etc.
The NABL accredited EMC test facility is
set up at BEL-Bengaluru at a cost of Rs. 60
The BEL Academy for Excellence at Bengaluru. crores. This EMC facility is the first of its kind
in India having Anechoic Chamber of size
Bangalore Complex on August 26, 2017. Mr
11m x 21m x 30m and can conduct testing
Ashok Kumar Gupta, Secretary (Defence
of systems/platforms weighing up to 70
Production), Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, and
Tonnes. It can be used to conduct system
other senior officers were present.
level Electro Magnetic Compatibility (EMC)
The BEL Academy for Excellence with a
tests for strategic Defence systems like
sprawling complex spread over six acres

T

Battle Tanks, Communication vehicles,
Radar systems and Airborne systems
including Nuclear Electro Magnetic Pulse
(NEMP) and High Altitude Electro Magnetic
Pulse (HEMP) testing. It can be used to
carry out system level EMC testing for
many projects of national importance like
AKASH, IACCS, LRSAM, Weapon Locating
Radar and Battlefield Management System.
The facility will also be open for use to
other Indian Defence companies, including
MSMEs.
Near Field Antenna Test Range (NFTR)
is a critical infrastructure for calibration
and testing of Radars and communication
antennas. The NFTR facility at Bengaluru
is the third such in BEL and the only one
in the Defence industry in India. This
facility, set up at a cost of Rs.30 crores will
help to calibrate and test next generation
Radars with AESA (Active Electronically
Steerable Array) based Antenna arrays as
well as Antennas for major projects such as
QRSAM, MRSAM and LRSAM.

The NABL accredited EMC test
facility at BEL-Bengaluru.

Senior officers pose for a photo with Hon’ble Raksha Mantri, Mr Arun Jaitley, CMD, Directors and CVO after the inauguration of the Academy.
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Battlefield Surveillance
System flagged off

I

Maj Gen R K Chaudhary, ADG-IS (A), and Mrs Ruchi Garg, GM (DCCS)/GAD, flagging off the Battlefield Surveillance System (Project
Sanjay Phase II) at BEL-Ghaziabad on December 7, 2017. Also seen are Mr M M Joshi, ED (NM), Mr Charan Singh, GM (Radar) &
Unit Head/GAD, Mrs Shikha Gupta, GM (SCCS)/GAD, Mr R S Bhatnagar, GM (Antenna)/GAD, and other senior officers.

t was a proud moment for BEL when
the first Battlefield Surveillance
System (BSS) designed, developed
and manufactured by the DCCS SBU
was flagged off from Ghaziabad Unit on
December 7, 2017. Present on the occasion
were Maj Gen R K Chaudhary, ADG-IS (A),
Brig R S Mehta, ADGQA, Mr M M Joshi, ED
(NM), Mr Charan Singh, GM (Radar) & Unit
Head/GAD, Mrs Ruchi Garg, GM (DCCS)/
GAD, DGQA representatives and the board
of officers who relentlessly conducted
extensive Factory Acceptance Tests for
almost one year and eight months.
The BSS (Project Sanjay) journey began in
2005 with the delivery of the BSS Test Bed.
After extensive field trials and thorough
evaluation by customers, the order for BSS
— for 86 systems worth Rs. 2,539 crores —

was eventually awarded to BEL (Ghaziabad
Unit) in the year 2011. Back then, it was a
single order of one of the highest values
ever won by Ghaziabad Unit.
The huge order came with its own set of
complexities. The project was delayed for
various reasons; the vehicles (BFE) came
in September-October 2017. Modifying 10
vehicle beds and conducting balance tests
in two months time was indeed a tough
task. A cross functional team of engineers
from all disciplines worked on a war
footing, resulting in the successful delivery
of five systems.
Deployment of five systems, designed
for battle field surveillance of a vast battle
front coverage, that too in a factory setup with the actual field configuration,
was in itself a daunting task. All systems

The BSS project team posing for a photo during the flag off ceremony.
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integrated were tested extensively in open
area.
The extreme weather conditions
of Delhi made the task increasingly
harrowing for both the officers of BEL
and customer agencies. A significant
aspect of BSS has been the large number
of customer agencies involved in the
clearance/acceptance of items. Battlefield
Surveillance System is a mobile automated
surveillance system developed by BEL
for the Indian Army. A key component of
Tac C3I system, BSS is a system of systems
which captures data from a variety of
sensors and presents the tactical picture on
map background.
It provides decision support to
Commanders with Voice, Data and Video
communicated over secured UHF/VHF/
OFC/SATCOM/HF media with multi-tier
security at operational level.
The system uses artificial intelligence and
knowledge-based techniques for target
identification and situation assessment.
Team BSS is now geared up for field
validation of system and is looking forward
to acquiring BPC for the production version
at the earliest.
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Fuze manufacturing facility
at BEL-Pune inaugurated

New SBU to pursue business in
Homeland Security, Smart City
are primarily infrastructure
development
based
and account for 70-80%
of investments. Other
projects are PAN city and
mainly IT based. BEL will
Integrated Traffic Management System
be able to address about
60-70% of opportunities
potting a niche market with in PAN city projects. Considering the
tremendous growth potential, related experience and other factors like
BEL has established a new SBU at proximity, target states, business models
Bangalore Complex for pursuing business etc, significant opportunity exists for BEL
in the area of Homeland Security and Smart in the Smart City segment. BEL will focus
Cities. The SBU has been named Homeland on the Smart City requirements related
Security and Smart City Business (HLS & to Smart Governance, Smart Security,
SCB).
Smart Mobility, Smart Energy, etc, and will
Homeland Security is today one of develop expertise in system design and
the most aggressively pursued sectors architecture to provide integrated solution
with a huge business potential. Making for the Smart City projects.
business gains in this emerging market
BEL’s presence in HLS business
requires a focused approach. Proactive
Prior to 2012, Navi Mumbai Unit was
and consistent efforts are essential to handling the Homeland Security business.
win orders, which will now mostly come To address the sizeable opportunity
through multi-tenders. This business in the Homeland Security business,
requires quick decision-making ability and an independent team was formed at
agility in responding to business needs.
Components SBU in Bangalore Complex
India’s budget for Homeland Security, in 2012. The team was shifted to T&BS SBU
spread across Central/State Government in 2013. The order book of T&BS as on April
and private sector, is expected to be US 1, 2017, was Rs. 1,600 crores. It included a
$65.1 Billion for the period 2016-2020. major Homeland Security contract from
There is an enhanced thrust on internal ONGC worth around Rs. 400 crores for
security due to inland disturbances and Enterprise Access Control System.
security issues. The major market segments
BEL has executed City Surveillance
for Homeland Security business for projects, Access Control Systems, CCTV
agencies such as Paramilitary, Intelligence Surveillance projects for IAF, DRDO labs,
and Police include protection for Critical etc, in the Homeland Security business
Infrastructure, Key Events, Urban Area segment. Some of the products developed
Security, Ground Transportation, Port & by BEL for this business include Integrated
Maritime Security and Cyber Security.
Traffic Management System, X-Ray Baggage
Homeland Security business needs to Inspection System, Under Carriage Vehicle
provide technology solutions in the areas Inspection System and Video Analytic
of CCTV Surveillance, Access Control, Software Module. The Homeland Security
Command & Control, Border Security, group of T&BS SBU is currently developing
Counter Terrorism Intelligence, Emergency Enterprise Access Control Software and
Response, Immigration & Visa, Foreigner’s Command & Control Software through inRegistration & Tracking, City Surveillance, house and collaborative R&D efforts.
Crime & Criminal Tracking Network
Organisational setup of new SBU
Systems, Baggage Scanners, Surveillance
The HLS & SCB SBU at Bangalore Complex
in Mass Transportation Systems, etc. The will have an altogether new organisational
total opportunity for BEL in Homeland setup with a set of different systems and
Security business in the next 5 to 7 years is procedures for efficient conduct of this
substantial.
competitive / complex business. The SBU
The Smart Cities Mission was launched by will be headed by a GM or AGM who will
the Government of India in the year 2015 report to Director (BC).
for 100 cities with an estimated annual
The SBU Head has to interact with
outlay of Rs.35,000 crores for a duration of the respective Directors for functional
5 years. Smart City projects mainly consist guidance.
of area based development projects, which
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Lt Gen Shamsher Singh, DGQA, cutting the ribbon to inaugurate the Fuze manufacturing facility at Pune Unit on October 27, 2017. Also seen
are Maj Gen Sanjay Chauhan, Controller (Ammunition), and Maj Gen A S Gahlaut, ADG (EE), Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, Mr Nataraj Krishnappa,
Director (OU), Mr Dinesh Batra, GM (PN), and other senior scientists and officers from DRDO labs and other Defence establishments.

A

state-of-the-art
manufacturing
facility of Artillery Fuzes was
inaugurated at Pune Unit on
October 27, 2017. Lt Gen Shamsher Singh,
Director General Quality Assurance
(DGQA), chief guest, inaugurated the new
facility, in the presence of Maj Gen Sanjay
Chauhan, Controller (Ammunition), and
Maj Gen A S Gahlaut, ADG (EE), Guests of
Honour, Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, Mr Nataraj
Krishnappa, Director (OU), Mr Dinesh Batra,
GM (PN), senior scientists from DRDO labs
and representatives of various Defence
establishments involved in the process
of Fuze manufacturing, patrons from the
industry and vendors.
BEL-Pune
is
a
multi-product
manufacturing facility, which ranges from
laser-based range finding equipment,
power packs for wireless radio sets,
infantry combat vehicle-based NBC

and recce systems, and X-Ray baggage
scanners. Now, it has entered into the field
of electronic Artillery Fuzes.
The new Fuze manufacturing facility
has the capacity to produce more than
50,000 Electronic Fuzes per month, and
can augment this capacity as per the
requirement of the Indian Army. BELPune also has plans to expand this Fuze
manufacturing capability in the near
future. With this facility going online, BEL
is confident of fulfilling all the needs of
Electronic Fuzes of our Artillery for today
and times to come.
Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, in his address
during the inaugural ceremony, said that
BEL had taken a conscientious decision
to enter into Fuze manufacturing,
considering the ever-increasing demand
in this segment. Quality being the prime
parameter for this product, a Six Sigma

Lt Gen Shamsher Singh, DGQA, being shown electronic Fuzes manufactured at BELPune by Mr Dinesh Kumar Batra, GM (PN), as Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, looks on.
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Quality approach would be adopted. “The
initial success of 105 mm Fuzes gave us a
boost to go for future business in the 155
mm Fuze category which is going to be a
more challenging job. We will be putting
maximum efforts to ensure reliability of the
product. The new line was possible with
the support of our TOT partner, Reshef,
Israel. Pune Unit’s responsibility to ensure
delivery of a world class product, that too
within schedules stipulated by the Army,
has now increased,” added CMD.
Lt Gen Shamsher Singh appreciated
BEL’s entry into the Artillery Fuze segment
and expressed confidence that BEL would
supply quality products considering the
stringent Quality standards followed by
BEL. He said that ammunition being a
crucial war material, Quality has to be of
the highest level for each and every piece
manufactured.
Lt Gen Shamsher Singh opined that with
the Government’s Make in India initiative
and the Defence sector thrown open to
the private sector, there was going to be
tough competition for the public sector.
But taking into consideration its long
experience in the field of Defence, vast
infrastructure and skilled manpower, BEL
would sure enough surmount all these
challenges,” he added.
Lt Gen Shamsher Singh stressed on the
importance of Quality at each and every
stage of production. The process control
has to be excellent to ensure reliability of
the final product, he said. He promised
that DGQA and its Quality establishments
would extend all support to BEL in its effort
to manufacture quality Fuzes. Capt Raju
Kothari, DGM (S&PR)/PN, compered the
inaugural ceremony.
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The SBU will for now focus on
development of business in areas such
as Comprehensive Integrated Border
Management System (CIBMS), Mumbai
High Offshore Protection System (MHOPS),
Oil Well Security, etc, and gradually focus
on other segments like Smart Mobility
(Integrated Traffic Management System),
Smart Governance (Command & Control,
Information Communication & Technology,
Networks and Smart Energy (Lighting) in
Defence, Government, PSUs and Smart City
markets.
The existing Homeland Security group
of T&BS (including Project Management
Group) and PAC group of Components SBU
will move to the new SBU. Any additional
resources required will be sourced from
T&BS / other SBUs or through lateral
hiring. The new SBU will have dedicated
D&E, Marketing, Project Management,
Production teams along with HR and
Finance. Till the time HR and Finance are
fully operational in the new SBU, these
functions will be taken care by other SBU as
decided by GM (HR)/BC and GM (Finance)/
BC. The new SBU will have different
systems / procedures with reduced layers
of hierarchy for quick decision making and
agility in partnering / pricing / product
development / pre-production activities.
The D&E will be organised into small
teams focusing on various technology
domains and gradually developed as
Centres of Excellence.
They will focus on building system design
and engineering capabilities, co-ordinate
development activities within the vertical
/ various work centres of BEL (PD&IC,
C-D&E, D&E groups of various SBUs / Units
and CRL) and also through collaborative
partnerships.

Under Vehicle Scanning System

Flying High
with the nation’s premier defence company

BEL shareholders approve
issue of Bonus Shares

BEL pays Rs. 159 cr final
dividend to Govt

Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, addressing shareholders at BEL’s 63rd Annual General Meeting held at Bengaluru on September 20, 2017.

A

Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, presenting the 105% Final Dividend cheque of Rs. 159,91,95,056.55/- (Rupees one hundred fifty-nine crores
ninety one lakh ninety-five thousand fifty-six and fifty-five paise only), payable on the shares held by the President of India and
Government nominee, to the Hon’ble Raksha Mantri, Mrs Nirmala Sitharaman, at New Delhi on November 10, 2017. Also seen are
Mr Sanjay Mitra, Defence Secretary (right extreme), Dr Amit Sahai, Joint Secretary (P&C), MoD (third from left), Mr M M Joshi, ED
(NM), and Mr R S Kutiyal, Sr DGM (Navy), BEL. BEL has paid a total dividend of 225% to the Government of India for 2016-17.
The first Interim Dividend of 30% (on face value of Rs. 10 per equity share) was paid to the Government of India in January 2017 and
second Interim Dividend of 90% (on face value of Re. 1 per equity share) was paid to the Government of India in March 2017.

BEL, IAI sign $ 630M contract for LRSAM

t the 63rd Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the
shareholders of BEL held at Bengaluru on September
20, 2017, the shareholders of the Company, inter-alia,
approved the proposal for issue of one bonus equity share for
every ten equity shares held by the existing shareholders as on the
September 29, 2017 (Record Date). The members also adopted the
audited financial statements of the Company for the financial year
that ended on March 31, 2017, and declared a Final Dividend of Rs.

1.05/- per equity share (Face value Rs.1/-), apart from confirming
the interim dividends recommended earlier in February and March
2017, respectively.
The AGM was followed by an Analysts’ Meet, which was attended
by business analysts from across the country. Mr Gowtama M V,
CMD, shared BEL’s performance highlights and the future outlook
of the Company with the analysts and addressed queries raised by
them.

CMD addressing
business analysts at
the Analysts’ Meet
organised by BEL
at Bengaluru on
September 20, 2017.

Mr Girish Kumar, Director
(Bangalore Complex), and
Mr Boaz Levy, Executive VP,
Systems, Missiles & Space group,
IAI, Israel, exchanging the
documents after the signing
of a contract worth $630M
for production of LRSAM
systems between BEL and IAI,
Israel, at Corporate Office on
May 19, 2017. Also seen are
Dr Ajit T Kalghatgi, Director
(R&D), and Mr Joseph Weiss,
President & CEO, IAI, Israel.

Business analysts attending the Analysts’ Meet organised by BEL at Bengaluru.
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Antenna Test Facility inaugurated

SAC, BEL sign License Agreement for Knowhow
Transfer of Optical Imaging System

Mr Praveen Kumar Kapoor, Director
General, Aeronautical Quality Assurance,
inaugurating the new Antenna Test
Facility at EW&A SBU on August 4, 2017, as
Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, Mr R N Bagdalkar,
Director (HR), Mr S K Acharya, ED (EW&A)/
BG, and other senior officers look on.

Dr Ajit T Kalghatgi, Director (R&D), and Mr S S Sarkar, Deputy
Director, SAC, ISRO, with the Licence Agreement signed
between BEL and Space Applications Centre (SAC), ISRO, for
the ‘Knowhow Transfer of Optical Imaging System’, on June
12, 2017. Optical Imaging System (OIS) is a wide intra-scene
dynamic range camera with sensitivity in Vis-NIR spectrum
targeting applications like astronomy and civil surveillance.
OIS has been designed by SAC Ahmedabad using high
resolution large format CMOS Focal Plane Array sensor.
The OIS system would be useful for applications like long
range border surveillance and coastal surveillance.

License Agreement Signed between SAC-ISRO and BEL

BEL, CSIR-CGCRI ink MoU

Dr Ajit T Kalghatgi, Director (R&D), and
Dr K Muraleedharan, Director, CSIR-CGCRI,
exchange documents after the signing of
the MoU between BEL and Central Glass and
Ceramic Research Institute (CSIR-CGCRI),
Kolkata, for the joint development of High
Power Fiber Lasers and indigenisation of Fiber
Laser Components, on October 17, 2017.

QRSAM test-fired
The indigenously developed Quick
Reaction Surface-to-Air Missile (QR-SAM)
being test fired on June 4, 2017, from
Chandrapur in Odisha. The missile has
been jointly developed by DRDO and
BEL. The missile system has the potential
to engage multiple targets within a
range of approximately 30 km, with the
configuration of two vehicles for area air
Defence. The system is all-weather enabled
and capable of search-on-the-move. The
missile is a truck-mounted one with 360
degree rotatable, electronic-mechanically
operated, turret-based launch unit.

New Service Support Centre opened at Jammu
L70 dispatch

Mrs Anandi Ramalingam, Director
(Marketing), and Mr M M Pandey, GM
(Product Support), pose with other senior
officers after the inauguration of the
Service Support Centre at Jammu inside
the Indian Air Force Station, Kaluchak.

D

Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, Mr Nataraj Krishnappa, Director (Other Units), Mr Sanjeeva Reddy, SQAO, and Mr Srinivasan R, GM (Chennai),
flagging off the 100th L70 Gun Upgrade on September 20, 2017 at BEL-Chennai. Also seen are Cdr N Poddar, QAO, QAE (N), Col Praveen
Kumar, SQAO, SQAE (A), Mr S Thirumangai Alwar, JAG (NFSG), Mr V Thangaraj, AGM (P)/CHN, and Mrs Uma K, AGM (QM)/CHN.
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omain knowledge, capability to
design and manufacture products
that suit the exacting standards
of the Indian Defence Services, and longterm customer support — these form BEL’s
core competence. BEL provides after sales
support whenever and wherever required,
irrespective of time or terrain. For instance,
its support to the Defence forces during
the Kargil operation was well appreciated.

In a bid to continue unstinted support to
the armed forces, BEL has opened a Service
Support Centre at Jammu inside the Indian
Air Force Station, Kaluchak. The new
Service Support Centre was inaugurated
by Air Vice Marshal Rajiv Gandotra, Senior
Maintenance Staff Officer, on August
29, 2017, in the presence of Mrs Anandi
Ramalingam, Director (Marketing), Mr M M
Pandey, GM (Product Support), and other
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senior officers.
The centre, along with other eight centres
across the country, will offer support for
BEL products deployed by the IAF and
Indian Army in forward bases. They will be
the single point of contact in forward zones
and will address warranty/AMC issues and
stock spares. The Jammu centre will also
be equipped with a small repair lab for
carrying out first level of field repairs.

Flying High
with the nation’s premier defence company

India-Israel CEOs Forum
Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, along with leading
business leaders from India and Israel pose for
a photo with Mr Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime
Minister of India, and Mr Benjamin Netanyahu,
Hon’ble Prime Minister of Israel, at the second
meeting of the India-Israel CEOs Forum organised
by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce
and Industry (FICCI) and Manufacturers Association
of Israel (MAI), coinciding with the visit of
Mr Benjamin Netanyahu and a high-powered
Israeli official and business delegation to India.

I

Online Inventory Mgmt System
for Navy from BEL

n a first-of-its-kind joint initiative of the
Indian armed forces and the industry,
IS/CO Division of BEL has developed
an Online Inventory Management System
(OIMS) for the Indian Navy. The OIMS was
inaugurated at New Delhi on November
24, 2017, by Vice Admiral G S Pabby, Chief
of Materiel, Indian Navy, in the presence
of Rear Admiral Amit Bose, ACOM (IT&S),
Cmde C Raghuram, PDEE, Cmde Madhu
Ghantela, PDWE, Cmde Gautam Negi,
PDPRO, Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, Mr M M
Joshi, ED (NM), senior officers of BEL, CSO
Tech, Materiel Organisations and Weapon
Equipment Depots via video conferencing.
The OIMS system, conceived, designed
and developed based on extensive
technical discussions between the Indian
Navy and IS/CO of BEL, is expected to
provide smooth post sales support
of BEL equipment to the Indian Navy.
It
incorporates
modern
practices/
technologies for inventory management,
viz., placement and tracking of orders
online of any military equipment.
The genesis
As per ABC analysis module, we tend to
focus more on supply of equipment to
meet ROP targets. Since the supplies of
main equipment fetches the lion’s share
of sales revenue, spares orders do not get
the same amount of focus or follow-up,

which they deserve. We have had cases of
spare orders not supplied/completed even
after eight years after the placement of
the order. It’s something that can lead to
customer dissatisfaction. In fact, pending
supplies of spares has been a sore point for
either side at every institutional meeting.
Ships and submarines of the Indian Navy
are armed with more than 50 varieties
of equipment/systems supplied by BEL.
Effective and timely product support is
critical for ensuring operational readiness
and optimal performance of these
equipment. The issues of spare supplies
and product support were reviewed
during the 18th WESSMEC meeting held
at BEL-Bangalore from December 14-15,
2016, and a Joint Working Group (JWG)
was constituted. The JWG in subsequent
meetings reviewed the various issues
regarding inventory management and
took action to tackle each issue, as given
below:
•
Long lead time for provisioning
of spares due to delays in conclusion of
contracts: Rate Contracts was concluded
for 12 equipment. Contracts for eight
more equipment, including three strategic
projects, are in progress. This approach
eliminated contract processing delays of
Budgetary Quote/Request For Proposal
Benchmarking/Commercial
Negotiating
Committee and reduced delivery time of
14

less than 12 months as compared to the
existing 24 to 36 months.
•
Absence
of
structured
mechanism to liquidate Beyond Local
Repair inventory: Rate Repair Contracts
of 11 equipment have been concluded.
Regular repairs under RRCs would facilitate
liquidation of BLR inventory.
•
Inconsistencies in pricing of
spares by SBUs:
Uniform Pricing Policy
implemented for revenue procurements
across all SBUs. This has ensured that the
basis of computation of spare prices are
standardised across the Company.
•
Infructuous efforts and delays
in contract management due to manual
processes and repeated delivery date
extensions: Development of an Online
Inventory Management System for
automation of product support functions
and bringing in accountability of all
stakeholders.

• Generation of draft Purchase Order in
accordance with the format of Defence
Procurement Manual-2009.
• Uploading of Purchase Orders post
approval of Competent Financial Authority.
• Notification to all stakeholders via
e-mail and SMS on placement and
acknowledgement of orders.
• Tracking status of delivery of spares.  
• Traceability of spare orders placed
by various Indian Navy agencies and
shipyards.
• Provision of Dashboard for notification
on delivery status and broadcasts like
Obsolescence, Life Time Buy, etc.
• Accountability of all stakeholders
determined by name, viz., DGM (Comm)
of individual SBUs, CQAE, Indian Navy
contract placement units, etc. Each agency

would be answerable to the respective
authorities for timely action of various
activities such as conclusion of contracts,
transferring/receiving of Beyond Local
Repair and deliveries of spares, since all the
activities are logged online.
Commissioning of OIMS
Multiple design reviews have been
conducted with IS-CO Division of BEL to
capture the entire inventory management
processes in accordance with DPM09. The Indian Navy has been given
demonstrations on the features and
capabilities of OIMS during the JWG (PSS)
and WESSMEC meetings held in July 2017.
BEL has conducted training for 10 Indian
Navy personnel at WED (V) in September
2017.

Hardware for provisioning of OIMS
station supplied by NS-II SBU at the
Integrated Headquarters of MoD (Navy)
has been positioned. Live placement of the
1st order of spares of USHUS system under
War Wastage Reserve, which has been
approved by Vice Chief of Naval Staff was
done during the inauguration of OIMS.
Setting a precedence
The Online Inventory Management
System for the Indian Navy has set a
precedence for the Indian Army and Air
Force to follow.
The success of the OIMS will depend on
how fast we switch over from paper based
systems to online and the continuous
evolution/adaptation
of
customer
requirements in the BEL CRM system.

Necessity of OIMS
The OIMS has been developed as a
Customer Relation Module on existing ERP/
SAP system of BEL. The system is designed
to bring in accountability, transparency and
automation of product support processes
and provides the following features:
• Selection of type and quantity of spares
to be procured/repaired.

(L-R) Sitting in front row are Cmde Madhu Ghantela, PDWE, Mr Nawal Kishore, PIFA (N), Vice Admiral G S Pabby,
Chief of Materiel, Indian Navy, Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, Rear Admiral Amit K Bose, ACOM (IT&S), and Mr M M Joshi,
ED (NM), at the inauguration of the Online Inventory Management System (OIMS) for the Indian Navy.
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Visits

Raksha Mantri visits BEL

The Hon’ble Raksha
Mantri, Mrs Nirmala
Sitharaman, being briefed
about the Microwave
Supercomponents facility
at BEL-Bangalore.

Air Vice Marshal J Chalapati, ACAS (Proj),
being welcomed by Mr Charan Singh, GM
(Radar) & Unit Head/GAD, during his visit to
Ghaziabad Unit on May 1, 2017.
Mrs Shikha Gupta, GM (SCCS)/GAD, and
Mrs Ruchi Garg, GM (DCCS), are also seen.

T

The Hon’ble Raksha Mantri, Mrs Nirmala Sitharaman, being briefed about
the Military Radar and Missile Systems outdoor test facility of BEL-Bangalore
by Mr M V Gowtama, CMD, during her visit to BEL on January 9, 2018.

he Hon’ble Raksha Mantri, Mrs Nirmala Sitharaman,
made her maiden visit to the Bangalore Complex of
BEL and had a first-hand glimpse of the facilities here
on January 9, 2018. The Hon’ble Raksha Mantri also had
detailed discussions with the BEL Management on both
ongoing and futuristic projects of the Defence major.
Mrs Nirmala Sitharaman was given a Corporate
overview covering the business profile, infrastructure and
manufacturing and testing facilities, manpower, Research
& Development and Quality initiatives, and business
performance of BEL.
The Hon’ble Raksha Mantri visited the outdoor test facility
of Military Radar and Missile Systems Strategic Business
Units. She appreciated the dedication and hard work put
in by the women employees of BEL involved in the Akash
Missile project and other radar projects. She also visited the
new Near Field Test facility, Microwave Supercomponents
and Coastal Surveillance System facilities at BEL-Bangalore
and appreciated the work done by BEL in Defence
electronics.

The Hon’ble Raksha Mantri, Mrs Nirmala Sitharaman, being briefed
about the latest AESA-based Atulya Radar at the Military Radar
and Missile Systems outdoor test facility of BEL-Bangalore.

The Hon’ble Raksha Mantri, Mrs Nirmala Sitharaman, poses for
a photo with the women employees of BEL involved in Akash
Missile project and other radar projects during her visit to BEL.
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Vice Admiral G Ashok Kumar, Deputy Chief of
Naval Staff, IHQ, MoD (Navy), being received
by Mr R N Bagdalkar, Director (HR), during his
visit to Hyderabad Unit on March 23, 2017.

The delegation from the Ministry of Defence of Vietnam, headed by
Maj Gen Pham Huy Dung, poses for a photo with Mr M V Rattayya,
Officiating GM (HYD), Mr S Rama Reddy, AGM (D&E)/HYD, and other
senior officers during their visit to Hyderabad Unit on May 26, 2017.

Lt Gen S K Patyal, DCOAS (P&S), being
received by Mr Nataraj Krishnappa, Director
(OU), and Mr R Srinivasan, GM (CHN), during
his visit to BEL-Chennai on June 9, 2017.

A senior level delegation from Saab, Sweden, being shown products
of BEL-Hyderabad during their visit to the Unit on March 22, 2017.

Dr Jagannath Nayak, Director, CHESS, a DRDO Lab, who visited
Air Vice Marshal S Padegaonkar, ACAS (Wpns), Air HQ (PB), being briefed
BEL-Pune on April 19, 2017, along with senior scientists being shown
about Akash Missile System by Mr Vikraman R, AGM (Testing/MS)/BG,
around the Product Display Hall by Mr Ruchit Kumar, Mgr (Mktg)/PN.
during his visit on May 11, 2017, as
The D&E team of Pune Unit is working on BDOS (Beam Directed
Mr Girish Kumar, D (BC), and other senior officers look on.
Optical System), a futuristic high energy laser based weapon system.

Lt Gen P K Srivastava, DG Artillery, Col Comdt Regt of
Artillery, who visited Pune Unit on June 7, 2017, with a large
contingent of senior officers from the Arty Dte and Southern
Command, being presented a memento by Mr Nataraj
Krishnappa, Director (OU). Lt Gen Srivastava visited the Fuze
manufacturing facility and reviewed the progress of Fuze
manufacturing. Also seen is Mr Dinesh Batra, GM (PN).

Mr M A Lincoln, IDAS, Principal Controller of Defence Accounts
(Navy), being briefed by Mr Manoj Jain, Principal Scientist
(CRL-BG), during his visit on April 10, 2017, as Mrs Rani Vergis,
GM (Finance)/BG, and other senior officers look on.
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BEL gives a facelift to Govt
ITI, Gowribidanur

Corporate Social Responsibility
New classrooms, toilet blocks for Karnataka schools

The new block with 10 classrooms constructed by BELBangalore at Government Higher Primary School,
Ronur, Karnataka, as part of its CSR activities.

The toilet block constructed by BELBangalore at the Ronur school.
Mr R N Bagdalkar, Director (HR), inaugurating the new facilities provided
by BEL to ITI Gowribidanur on Thursday, December 21, 2017, in the presence
of Mr Eshwara Nayak, Additional Director, Directorate of Employment &
Training (DET), Government Karnataka, Mrs Saroja, Deputy Director, DET,
and other senior officers and representatives of BEL and ITI Gowribidanur.

B

The new block with five classrooms constructed by BEL-Bangalore at
Government Lower Primary School, Cheemasandra, Karnataka.

Ghaziabad: ‘Swachh Vidyalaya’

The toilet block constructed by BEL-Bangalore
at the Cheemasandra school.

Machilipatnam: Water tank for village

Mrs Shikha Gupta, GM (SCCS)/GAD, Mr Shoukeen Singh Yadav, Basic Shiksha
Adhikari, Mr V B Gupta, Sr DGM (MS/PR/CSR & BE)/GAD, and other senior
officers pose for a photo after the unveiling of plaque to mark the handing
over of toilet blocks constructed by Ghaziabad Unit under ‘Swachh Vidyalaya’
scheme to the Primary School of District Mathura on May 20, 2017.
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Mr Nataraj Krishnappa, Director (OU), unveiling the
plaque at the newly constructed overhead water tank
with 50,000 litre capacity constructed by Machilipatnam
Unit under CSR at the adopted village Reddy Naidu
Agraharam. Also see are Mr T N Ramesh, GM (MC),
Mr Dinesh Kumar Batra, GM (PN), and other senior officers

EL has given a facelift to the
Government ITI for women,
Gowribidanur, at Chikballapur
district of Karnataka, as part of its CSR
activities.
BEL, which has adopted the ITI as part of
the Skill India’ initiative has renovated its
existing three-floor building with modern
facilities. BEL has adopted the Electronic
Mechanic and Fitter trades at this ITI and
modernised the Electronic Mechanic
Lab with latest training equipment like

The Govt ITI Gowribidanur building, which
has been renovated by BEL as part of the
Skill India initiative under CSR.

electronic instruments, TV trainer kits,
testing tools, etc. The Fitter Workshop
has been upgraded with lathe, drilling,
grinding, hacksaw, welding machines and
workshop tools. The entire work has been
completed against a budget of Rs. 107.12
lakhs.
Having completed phase I of the
development work, BEL handed over
the new facilities to the Principal of ITI
Gowribidanur at a ceremony held at the ITI
on December 21, 2017.

Eye checkup camp

Residents of Mohadar village, which has been
adopted by Navi Mumbai Unit, getting their eyes
checked at an eye checkup camp organised by
Navi Mumbai Unit, as part of CSR activities.

Mr R N Bagdalkar, Director (HR),
inaugurated the new facilities in the
presence of Mr Eshwara Nayak, Additional
Director, Directorate of Employment &
Training (DET), Government of Karnataka;
Mrs Saroja, Deputy Director, DET; Mr K M
Shivakumaran, GM (HR)/BG; Mr Vikraman
N, GM (HR)/CO; Mr K G Ravi Shankar, AGM
(CLD)/BG; Mr Srinivas M, AGM (ES)/BG; and
other senior officers and representatives of
BEL and ITI Gowribidanur.

BEL joins fight against cancer

Mr Shivakumaran K M, GM (HR)/BG, Mr K P Garg, DGM (CSR)/BG, and
Dr K B Linge Gowda, Director, Kidwai Cancer Institute (KCI), handing over
the PO for a Mobile Cancer Detection Unit which BEL-Bangalore is donating
to KCI under CSR, to Mr P M Sasi, Associate Director C-DAC. Also seen are
Dr Laxmi Ananth, CMO (BEL Hospital), and other doctors ad senior officers
of BEL. The cancer detection unit with all modern medical equipment will
be built at a cost of Rs. 189 lakhs by the Centre for Development of Advance
Computing (C-DAC), Thiruvananthapuram. A tripartite Memorandum
of Agreement (MoA) regarding this was signed between BEL, KCI and
C-DAC on December 14, 2017. The Mobile Unit is likely to be supplied to KCI
by the end of August 2018. KCI would take the mobile unit along with a
team of doctors to the remote villages of Karnataka and other adjoining
states for investigations to detect cancer cases at the initial stage itself.
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Awards Galore For BEL
Flying High
BEL wins
ASSOCHAM Excellence Award
for ‘Responsible Organisation’
with the nation’s premier defence company

Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, and Mr M M Joshi, ED (NM), receiving the ‘Responsible
Organisation Excellence Award’ - 2016-17 (first prize in PSU category) for BEL, at the
9th Global CSR Summit, titled “Responsible Business: Building New India”, ortganised
by ASSOCHAM on September 27, 2017, at New Delhi. The award is being presented to
CMD and ED (NM) by Mr Arjun Ram Meghwal, Hon’ble Minister of State for the Ministry
of Parliamentary Affairs & Ministry of Water Resources & Ganga Rejuvenation.

PVD wins ‘Best Vendor Award’

Amity Leadership Award for BEL CMD

V

Cdr (Retd) T Jagannath, ED (Components)/BG, and Mr Giriraj, Sr DGM (SPS/Components)
BG, receiving the ‘Best Vendor Award’, instituted by the SCR Group of BHEL, Bhopal,
for PVD Department of Components SBU, from Mr D K Thakur, ED, BHEL, Bhopal;
Mr M S Kinra, GM (Quality)/BHEL; and Mr M Halder, GM (Feeders)/BHEL. The award has
been presented for the timely supply of Vacuum Interrupters for the past three years.

Mr M M Joshi, Executive Director (National
Marketing), receiving the ‘Amity Leadership
Award for Business Excellence’ for
Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, at the IEEE
Conference held at Amity University, Noida.

BEL wins 5 Governance

BEL wins Excellence Awards
Now Awards

BEL wins Raksha Mantri’s Awards

Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, Mr Girish Kumar, Director (BC),and Mr M R Srivathsa, GM (R&FCS/
NS)/BG, receiving the Raksha Mantri’s Best Performing Division/Factory/Shipyard Award for
the ‘Best Performing Division’ among DPSUs for Naval Systems II SBU, for the year 2015-16.

BEL wins D&B Top PSU Award 2017

Mr M M Joshi, Executive Director (National
Marketing), BEL (right extreme), receiving the
Governance Now Awards for BEL from
Mr Mansukh L Mandaviya, Hon’ble Union
Minister of State for Road Transport &
Highways, Shipping, Chemical & Fertilisers and
Mrs Krishna Raj, Hon’ble Union Minister of State
for Agriculture and Farmers Welfare at the 5th
Governance Now PSU Awards held on February
27, 2018, at New Delhi. Mr Raju Srivastava,
popular stand-up comedian is also seen.

BEL wins 4 PSE Excellence

Awards
Mr M M Joshi, ED (NM), receiving the Indian
Chamber of Commerce (ICC) PSE Excellence
Awards 2016 for BEL from Mr T N R Rao,
former Petroleum Secretary, at the awards
function held at New Delhi on September
7, 2017. BEL has won four PSE Excellence
Awards 2016: first prize in the Maharatna
& Navaratna category for Operational
Performance Excellence and second prizes
in the Maharatna & Navaratna category
for R&D, Technology Development and
Innovation, Corporate Social Responsibility
& Sustainability and Corporate Governance.

Mr M M Joshi, ED (NM), receiving Dun and Bradstreet India’s Top PSU Award 2017 in the
Manufacturing: Medium and Light Engineering Sector category for BEL from Mr Neeraj
Kumar Gupta, Secretary, Department of Investment & Public Asset Management, Ministry of
Finance, Government of India, at the awards ceremony held at New Delhi on July 25, 2017.
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Mr Manoj Kumar, GM (BEL-Kotdwara), receiving the runner up award in the ‘Plant Head of the
Year for 2017’ category of the Manufacturing Today Conference & Awards (2017), organised at
Pune on September 22, 2017. Now in its 6th year, Manufacturing Today Conference & Awards
recognises outstanding efforts of individuals and companies in the manufacturing business.

BEL wins 4 PRCI Awards

The BEL Corporate Communication team comprising Mr Ashish Kansal, Sr DGM (Corp Comn),
Mr Hari Haran, DGM (Corp Comn) and Mr Naveen Namboodiri, Manager (Corp Comn)
receiving the PRCI Corporate Collateral Awards for BEL in the categories of Theme Song video,
Corporate Brochure, annual Diary and Advertisement (Hoarding) from Mr Dilip Kamble,
Minister of State for Social Justice and Special Assistance, Government of Maharashtra,
at the 12th PRCI Global PR Enclave 2018 held at Pune on Saturday, March 10, 2018.
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EXHIBITIONS
BEL showcases ‘Made in India’ Defence systems at DSEI 2017

B

Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, and Mr Nataraj Krishnappa
Director (Other Units), pose for a photo with the Bangladesh
Defence delegation and other BEL senior officers in front
of Akash Missile System on display at DSEI 2017.

EL showcased its capabilities at the Defence and Security
Equipment International (DSEI) 2017 exhibition being
held from September 12-15, 2017, at ExCel London, Royal
Victoria Dock, 1 Western Gateway, London E16 1XL, UK.
The highlight of BEL’s outdoor display was Akash Weapon System
and its subsystems such as Troop Level Radar, Troop Control
Centre, Troop Level Radar Power Supply, Missiles and Missile
Launcher, along with Weapon Locating Radar. Products showcased
at the BEL stall included a wide range of Defence Communication
equipment, Radars for various applications, Electro Optic devices
(II based, Thermal Imaging and Laser based), Encryption products
for secure voice, video and data communication in Network
Centric Warfare environment, Shelters customised for various
command and control centre requirements, etc. Some of the
BEL products displayed at the exhibition were BFSR-XR tripod
mounted portable surveillance Radar, Uncooled Thermal Imager,
Night Weapon Sight, Handheld Thermal Imager with Laser Range
Finder, etc.

Force Protection 2017:
New Delhi, June 29-30, 2017

Raksha Mantri Awards exhibition:
New Delhi, May 30, 2017

North Tech Symposium 2017:
Northern Command (EME),
Udhampur, September 12, 2017

IMDEX 2017: Singapore,
May 16-18, 2017

BEL personnel manning the stall.

Defense & Security Exhibition:
Bangkok, November 6-9, 2017

Rear Admiral Phạm Hoài Nam, Chief of Vietnam People’s Navy, being
presented a memento at the BEL stall by Mr B S Ravi, GM (MR)/BG,
as Mr H P Srinivas Rao, Sr DGM (IMD)/CO, looks on.

Submarine Technology Exhibition:
DRDO Bhavan,
New Delhi, September 22-23, 2017

Mrs Anandi Ramalingam, Director (Marketing), briefing visitors
from the Royal Thai Armed Forces at the BEL stall at the TriService Asian Defense & Security Exhibition, Conference and
Networking Event. The highlight of BEL’s product display was
the upgraded L70 Gun for the Indian Army. Other BEL products/
systems showcased at the exhibition included Land and Naval
Radars, Communication equipment, Night Vision Devices / Electro
Optic equipment, Naval Fire Control Systems, Shipborne Systems
including Naval EW Systems and Sonar Systems, Simulators and
Air Defence Weapon System. Also on display was the Coastal
Surveillance System developed by BEL for the Indian Coast Guard.

Mrs Nirmala Sitharaman, Hon’ble Raksha Mantri, eing received at the BEL
stall. Dr Subhash Bhamre, Hon’ble Raksha Rajya Mantri, is also seen.
Mr Arun Jaitley, Hon’ble Raksha Mantri, being welcomed by
Mr Gowtama M V, CMD, at the BEL stall. Mr Ashok Kumar
Gupta, Secretary (Defence Production), is also seen.

A visitor to the BEL stall being briefed.

FICCI Exhibition-cum-Seminar on ‘Future of Naval
Technologies’: New Delhi, May 31 - June 1, 2017

Mr R S Kutiyal, Sr DGM (NM),
explaining about BEL’s products
for the Indian Navy to a senior
Naval officer at the BEL stall.
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India International Science Festival:
Chennai, October 13-17, 2017
International Radar Symposium:
B’lore, December 14-16, 2017

BEL personnel manning the stall at India International Science Festival. The
Compact Multi-Purpose Advanced Stabilised System (CoMPASS, the trade
name for EO/IR payload) manufactured by Chennai Unit for the Advanced
Light Helicopter programme was displayed at the exhibition. BEL showcased
its capabilities at the four-day event which was organised by the Union
Ministry of Science and Technology. Other equipment on display included
Advanced Land Navigation System and Electronic Voting Machine.

Dr S Christopher, Chairman, DRDO, being received
by Dr Ajit T Kalghatgi, Director (R&D).
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For any Customer Queries / Complaints:
Call us at BSNL / MTNL
Toll Free Number : 1800 425 0433
CIN No. L32309 KA1954GOI000787

• ROOTS is a 40+ Years heritage company in India, based at Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu
having its Business presence in Automotive, Medical, Aerospace, Castings, Injection
Mouldings, Tooling’s, Industrial Cleaning, Ofﬁce Furniture’s, Motors and Electric Vehicles.
• ROOTS Aerospace Division is a part of 100 Million USD ROOTS Group and Certiﬁed for
Aerospace Standard AS/EN 9100:2016 Rev D.
• By focusing on the growth of the Aerospace sector in India, we are poised to become a
leading player in Aerospace Industry.
• We have a strong presence in India & Globally.
• Our moto is to deliver simple solutions for complex problems, with the best of
technology and we are committed to excel further in the future through innovative
solutions and globally renowned products.
• State of art machines with 4th and 5th axis with Completely Integrated Infrastructure and
Dedicated inspection facility.
• Equipped with class 100k Clean Room facility to assemble the components as per the
Customer Standards.
• Steam Cleaning, Ultrasonic cleaning & UV Inspection chamber for cleaning and
inspecting components.
• NABL accredited In-house laboratory for Calibration and Testing.
• Strong capable Supplier base to meet Aerospace Standards (NADCAP Approved
Vendors).

IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURING FACILITES:
Stamping, Casting, Plastic Moulding, Fabrication, Tooling and High Level Assemblies

flying high

QUALITY SYSTEM CERTIFICATIONS
AS / EN 9100 : 2016 Rev D
[Including ISO 9001:2008]

EN ISO 13485 : 2003
[Medical Devices]

ISO 14001 : 2004

[Environmental Management Systems]

AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS, SUB - ASSEMBLIES

QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE
VMC

: Brother, Fanuc, Makino,
Fadal, Okuma, Takiswa,
Mugatirn.
CNC Lathe : Citizen, LMW Smartrun,
GEEDEE WEILER.
CMM
: Carl Zeiss

QUALITY INFRASTRUCTURE

CLIENTELE*
*Logo,Brand and product names are owned by respective companies

Bharat Electronics Limited
(A Govt. of India Enterprise under the Ministry of Defence)
Outer Ring Road, Nagavara, Bangalore - 560 045. India
www.bel-india.com

Roots Industries India Limited

High Precision Engineering Division (HPED)
R.K.G. Industrial Estate, Ganapathy, Coimbatore - 641 006, Tamilnadu, INDIA
Tel: +91 422 4330 330 / 101, Fax: +91 422 2332 107
M: +91 90039 99120
E: ramar@roots.co.in, info@roots.co.in
W: www.rootsindia.com
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Def. Corridor to Make TN
a Manufacturing Hub

President Presents Standard
and Colours to IAF Units

The President, Ram Nath Kovind releasing the first day cover of 51 Squadron and 230 Signal Unit of
IAF at the Air Force Station Halwara. Air Chief Marshal Birender Singh Dhanoa is also seen.
he President of India and Supreme
occasion, the President has released
Commander of the Armed Forces,
the first day cover of both the units. Air
Ram Nath Kovind, has presented the
Chief Marshal Birender Singh Dhanoa
President’s Standard to 51 Squadron and
has also been present on the occasion.
Colours to 230 Signal Unit of the Indian Air
The President’s Standard and Colours are
Force in a ceremonial parade at Air Force
the highest honour bestowed on units of
Station Halwara in acknowledgement
the armed forces in recognition of their
of their meritorious service. On the
invaluable contribution to the security of

T

the nation during peace and hostilities.
The selected units have been honoured
for the meritorious services rendered by
them over at least 25 years. Apart from
being the highest possible recognition
to a unit coming from the Supreme
Commander, they commemorate the
hard work and contribution by the
personnel of the unit, past and present,
to keep the unit flag flying high.
Commending the dedication and
professional conduct of India’s air warriors,
the President has said that resilience,
tenacity and zeal of country’s valiant air
warriors is source of pride for every Indian.
“These frontline units have distinguished
themselves in service to our nation.
They have a rich history of professional
excellence and have served India with
honour and distinction. It is a proud
moment for me to honour the units today
for their dedication, professional conduct
and courage. My compliments to the
Air Warriors on parade today, for their
impeccable turnout and smart movement,”
said President. A thrilling awe-inspiring
show of Air Warrier Drill team of Indian
Air Force followed by air show by Suriya
Kiran Aerobatic team was also showcased.
An air show by the mighty Sukhoi fleet
also has been the centre of attraction.

T

he Defence Minister, Nirmala
Sitharaman, has said that the
defence corridor to be set up in
Tamil Nadu will boost employment, reduce
dependence on defence imports, and
promote the state’s image as a defence
manufacturing hub. She was addressing
a defence corridor meeting in Trichy on
March 16, organised by the Trichy Ordnance
Factory. The creation of two corridors has
been mentioned by the Finance Minister
Arun Jaitley in the union budget, with an aim
to give a boost to defence manufacturing
industry by nourishing the already vibrant
manufacturing ecosystems in the two states.
“Establishment of the defence corridor in
Tamil Nadu is not only aimed at increasing
India’s self-reliance in the defence sector,
but also creating a minimum of one lakh
jobs in the state and propel Tamil Nadu into
leadership position in defence production
with a target of 30% of nationwide defence
manufacturing,” she said. A series of
interactions have already been held at
Hosur, Coimbatore and Salem with all the
stakeholders to obtain inputs on formulating
a policy for establishing the defence corridor.
Sitharaman has said the TN defence corridor

The Union Minister for Defence, Nirmala Sitharaman interacting with the local defence and allied
industrialists, MSMEs and other in Tiruchirappalli.
also aims at increasing the production rate of
Light Combat Aircraft Tejas. The new corridor
will help to boost the production so that
the requirements of the Air Force could be
met faster. She has ascertained the need to
increase the rate of defence production and
thereby diminish India’s image as a defence
importer. The meeting has been attended by
several people from defence manufacturing
industry, both public and private sectors.
She has observed that Tamil Nadu
already have a well-established ecosystem
for manufacturing, as demonstrated

in the automotive sector, which with
right policies and investments, could be
converted for defence manufacturing.
However, since units involved in
manufacturing were scattered all over
the state, it would be desirable to
identify three or four locations with
concentration of such industries and link
them physically and infrastructurally
to each other in order to optimize and
share available resources required for
design, testing and skill development,
specifically for defence systems.

Brahmos with Indigenous
Seeker Test-Fired Successfully

B

rahMos, the formidable supersonic
cruise missile, has been successfully
test-fired with indigenous seeker
at the Pokhran test range in Rajasthan.
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The supersonic cruise missile and the
seeker have been developed jointly
by DRDO and BrahMos Aerospace.
The precision strike weapon has flown in

its designated trajectory and hit the target
with pin-point accuracy. The flight test has
been conducted by the scientists of DRDO
and BrahMos along with the Indian Army.
A high-level team led by Dr S Christopher,
Chairman DRDO & Secretary DDR&D which
included DG (Missiles & Strategic Systems)
& SA to RM Dr G Satheesh Reddy and
Director General BrahMos Dr Sudhir Mishra,
has been present during the flight trial.
The Defence Minister, Nirmala
Sitharaman, has congratulated the DRDO
for the successful fight test. “Formidable
Supersonic Cruise Missile BrahMos was
successfully flight tested at Pokhran test
range, Rajasthan. The precision strike
weapon with Indian-made seeker flew in
its designated trajectory and hit the target
with pinpoint accuracy,” she said in a tweet.
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Aerospace Engineers - 3 Decades
of Precision Manufacturing

R Sundaram, Founder and Managing Director, Aerospace Engineers, receiving DRDO Excellence National
Level Award for ‘Defence Technology Absorption’ from the Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

M

/s. Aerospace
Engineers Private
Limited (AEPL) Salem,
Tamilnadu is an AS9100D, EMS
14001, OHSAS 18001 & ZED
Gold rated company and is one
of the leading organizations in
manufacturing the precision
Aeronautical components in
India under metallic and nonmetallic group. AEPL has been
founded in 1988 to manufacture
Aerospace components in India
and abroad. The company is
located in The Salem Aeropark,
NH-7 Ammapalayam village,
Mallur, Salem, Tamilnadu state
and working to achieve Platinum
rating in ZED. AEPLs Quality
Clinic System is certified by
UTC Aerospace Systems, USA.
Currently it has been expanding
its service with a team of 200
employees and to deliver quality
products of global requirements
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of its customers from Aerospace
and Defence domains globally.
With roots dated back 20
years, AEPL has maintained
its frontrunner position in the
industry by offering highest
quality products. Sensitive
to industry market needs, the
company customises its products
to meet the ever-expanding
requirements of clients globally.
About 115 variety of rubber
compounds to meet the Global

LCA, LCA Trainer, Su30MKI and
IJT. AEPL has ventured in about
15,000 parts that comply with
global aviation requirements
with rigorous stringent quality
standards which eventually
earned the absolute approval of
authorities. Centre for Military
Airworthiness Certification
(CEMILAC) from India has
accorded airworthy clearance
for 1124 products for use on
aircraft, helicopters, missiles,

Aviation Standards are approved
by Global Airworthiness as
per Design, Development and
Production of Military Aircraft
and Airborne Stores (DDPMAS)
are successfully supplied. The
Inflatable cockpit seals are
dexterously developed for Kiran,

Civil Aviation and other systems
including rubber components.
AEPL has actively worked in
the development of seals and
gaskets meeting the customer
requirements and the Aviation
Standards. It supplies for several
major engine programs in which
more than 1200 components
are developed by Aerospace
Engineers in Metallic, meeting
the requirements according
to Design, Development
and Production of Military
Aircraft and Airborne Stores
(DDPMAS). AEPL has long–
term supply agreements

mainly for engine projects like
Su-30, Shakthi, Artouste,
Garrett, Orpheus, Dart, Adour,
PTAE through Hindustan
Aeronautics Ltd., Bangalore and
Sukhoi Engine Division, Koraput.
AEPL has launched its new
manufacturing setup named
“The Salem Aeropark LLC”
at Texas USA. The active
involvement, committed
endeavour, meritorious
contribution and the cooperative team spirit of the
members of the family of
Aerospace Engineers has earned
several awards including National
Level Award in MSMEs – “First
Prize in Quality Products-2015”,
National Level Award in MSMEs
– “First Prize in Innovation 2014”
and DRDO Excellence National
Level Award for “Defence
Technology Absorption”,
awarded by Prime Minister of
India, among many others.
AEPL’s second unit is being
constructed at SIPCOT Hosur
which will be designed to take
up Integration of Aircraft related
assemblies, sub-assemblies and
to have an exclusive refined and
perfect Design and Development
to meet the requirements of local
and overseas vital customers of
Aeronautical components in and
around Bangalore. At present,
AEPL is working towards NABL
& NADCAP certification and to
achieve PLATINUM rating in ZED.
AEPL, with its motto of
achieving 100% self-reliance
in Aerospace & Defence Area
under Make in India, has a hug
client base which includes DRDO,
HAL, BDL, BEL, IAF, BrahMos,
UTC Aerospace Systems,
Sikorsky, Airbus, Rolls Royce,
Boeing, CMI, EATON, STRATA,
etc. AEPL has participated in
several exhibitions including
Aero India Airshow, Defexpo
and International Airshows
like ILA Berlin Air Show,
Singapore Air Show, Paris
Air Show, Africa Aerospace
and Defence, Farnborough
Air Show, MAKS Air Show.
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DRDO Pavilion
Most Informative at 105th ISC

The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi at the inauguration of the 105th session of Indian Science
Congress, at Manipur University, Imphal. The Governor of Manipur, Dr. Najma Heptulla is also seen.

T

he Defence Research & Development
Organisation (DRDO) has received
the ‘Most Informative Pavilion’ Award
in Pride of India Expo organized as part of

the 105th Indian Science Congress held in
March at Manipur University, Imphal. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi had inaugurated
the annual mega event on 16 March 2018.

DRDO has participated in the expo
showcasing cutting-edge indigenous
defence technologies with over 150 exhibits
and models from 18 DRDO laboratories.
The DRDO pavilion at the Expo has
been a big attraction among the visitors
particularly students, who got opportunity
to interact with DRDO scientists.
The scientists have engaged the visitors
in the lively discussions on science and
technologies. The participation of DRDO
in the Indian Science Congress has
reaffirmed the message to masses that
strength of ‘science and knowledge’ and
the resultant self-reliance by converting
knowledge into technologies and systems
through innovation were essential to
ensure peace and national security.

GSL Delivers Second AOPV
to Sri Lankan Navy

Rear Admiral (Rtd) Shekhar Mital, CMD, GSL handing over a miniature model of the AOPV to
Chitranganee Wagiswara, High Commissioner of Sri Lanka and Admiral N B J Rosayro, Chief of Staff
of Sri Lanka Navy at Goa Shipyard Limited.

G

oa Shipyard Limited (GSL) has
delivered second Sri Lanka
Advanced Offshore Patrol
Vessel (AOPV) to the Sri Lankan Navy at
Vaddem, Vasco da Gama, 25 days ahead
of schedule, continuing with its unique
track record of delivering ships ahead of
contractual deadline for the last four years.
The vessel will be the largest and most
advanced ship in the Sri Lankan Navy
fleet. This is the fourth Offshore Patrol
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Vessel (OPV) delivered in the current
financial year. The ceremony has been
attended by Chitranganee Wagiswara, High
Commissioner of Sri Lanka, Admiral N B J
Rosayro, Chief of Staff of Sri Lanka Navy,
Rear Admiral (Rtd) Shekhar Mital Chairman
& Managing Director of GSL, directors and
senior officials of Sri Lankan Navy, Indian
Navy, Indian Coast Guard and GSL.
The SLOPV Project for building two
large size ships is one of the most

Defence Corridor Fortifies TN’s
Manufacturing Prospects

T

Edappadi K. Palaniswami
Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu

amil Nadu, known for its nurturing
industrial-ecosystem, is gearing up
to become a defence manufacturing
hub of India. The state has been chosen

by the central government as the ideal
place to create one of the two defence
corridors proposed in the budget 2018. The
Tamil Nadu Defence Corridor, also known
as Tamil Nadu Defence Production Quad
because the nodal cities form a quadrilateral
on the map, will include Chennai, Hosur,
Salem and Coimbatore, Tiruchirappalli
as nodes. The project, which is on anvil,
buttresses the defence manufacturing
prospects of Tamil Nadu, which is emerging
as one of the top investment destinations
in defence and aerospace industries.
Tamil Nadu is already home to several
defence undertakings, both private and
public, in the form of OFBs, vendors
working with Defence PSUs, and other
allied industries. All the five nodal cities
of the corridor have several PSU defence
units, including Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd,
Heavy Vehicles Factory, Bharat Electronics
Ltd, Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd, various
private manufacturers and thousands of
MSMEs. The presence of investors makes it

more conducive for defence production.
The Defence Minister, Nirmala Sitharaman,
has stated that Tamil Nadu, with three
major ports, four international airports, a
heavy vehicle factory in Avadi, Coimbatore’s
strong industrial base, heavy industries
in Salem, Hosur and Thiruchirappalli
etc. had a great potential for defence
manufacturing. She has said that the
government acknowledged the state’s
manufacturing capabilities and intended
to develop the entire northern Tamil Nadu
into a defence manufacturing hub by
nourishing the five nodes of the corridor.
“In every nodal town, which is a milestone
in the corridor, the defence ministry has
had extensive consultation process and
explained what we were looking for and
what they want in turn from the ministry,
so that their production capabilities can be
enhanced. Investment in common facilities,
testing labs, etc — anything they think would
be better for the government to invest,
we will work it out with them,” she said.

significant defence cooperation between
India & Sri Lanka and one of the largest
export contracts, being executed by
GSL currently for any friendly country.
With this, the shipyard has succeeded in
reducing build period of 2,500 Tonnes
OPV to nearly three years from over five
years taken till about three years ago.
Speaking on the occasion, Rear Admiral
(Rtd) Shekhar Mital has said that the stateof–the-art and largest ship in the Sri Lanka
Naval fleet would help meet the increasing
requirement of the Sri Lanka Navy for
undertaking policing and patrolling of
its vast Exclusive Economic Zone. “Great
care, attention and forethought have
gone in ensuring that the vessel is built
to meet highest standards and the same
has been validated in the harbour and sea
trials, where ship has achieved all design
specifications, to the satisfaction of our
special friend Sri Lanka Navy,” he said.
While thanking GSL for delivering two
vessels ahead of schedule to Sri Lankan Navy,
Chitranganee Wagiswara has said that the
delivery of ships to Sri Lanka Navy ahead of
schedule showed the excellent shipbuilding
talent of GSL staff and its leadership. “These
deliveries of warships not only immensely
enhance the Naval capabilities of Sri Lanka
Navy, but also strengthen the close links
between Sri Lanka and India,” she said.
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Strategic
Partnerships to
Boost Defence
Acquisition

T

he strategic partnerships in defence productions will
play a major role in nurturing the defence manufacturing
industry and defence acquisition in India, said, Dr. Subhash
Bhamre, Minister of State for Defence in a written reply to a
question in the Rajya Sabha regarding the Strategic Partnership
Policy. Bhamre has said that the policy on Strategic Partnerships
in Defence sector is intended to institutionalise a transparent,
objective and functional mechanism to encourage broader
participation of the private sector, in addition to DPSUs / OFB,
in the manufacture of defence platforms and equipment such
as aircraft, submarines, helicopters and armoured vehicles.
The policy will serve to enhance competition, increase
efficiencies, facilitate faster and more significant absorption of
technology and create a tiered industrial ecosystem. It will ensure
the development of a wider skill base and trigger innovation,
leading to reduction in dependence on imports and greater
self-reliance in meeting national security objectives. The policy
has been approved by Defence Acquisition Council (DAC) in
May 2017 and was promulgated as Chapter-VII of Defence
Procurement Procedure (DPP) – 2016 titled as ‘Revitalising Defence
Industrial Ecosystem through Strategic Partnerships’, he said.
The four segments that have been identified for acquisition under
Strategic Partnership (SP) route are Fighter Aircraft, Helicopters,
Submarines and Armoured Fighting Vehicles (AFVs) / Main Battle
Tanks (MBTs), he added. The policy has been placed before the
Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS) which considered the Note
on the Policy in its meeting and noted the contents thereof.
The Strategic Partnership Model (SPM) is a different category
of Capital Acquisition in addition to the existing categories as
mentioned in Chapter-I of DPP-2016 i.e. ‘Buy (Indian-IDDM)’;
‘Buy (Indian)’; ‘Buy & Make (Indian)’; ‘Buy & Make’ and ‘Buy
(Global)’. Though the plan has a promising future, the cases in the
respective segments are only in its initial / early stages. Hence
the amount of investment and employment opportunities likely
to be created cannot be quantified at this stage, he said.
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HAL Crosses
Record Turnover of Rs. 18 K Crores

Govt. Focuses on
the Modernization
of Armed Forces

T

he central government is focusing on the modernization
of the armed forces to keep the Forces in a state of
readiness to meet operational and security challenges.
The budget allocation for Defence has been increasing year over
year, including 2018-19, which shows the importance given to
the defence sector in boosting up the ongoing modernization
and thereby meet the requirements of the three forces.
Minister of State for Defence, Dr. Subhash Bhamre, while
talking in the Rajya Sabha, has said that the Budget Estimate
(BE) allocation in 2018-19 at Rs.4,04,364.71 Crores is Rs. 44,510.59
Crores over the BE 2017-18 allocation of Rs.3,59,854.12 Crores.
Modernization of Armed forces is a continuous process
undertaken as per the extant Defence Procurement Procedure
(DPP) and the recent procurements will help the forces to be
more combat ready with latest armaments and equipment.
Government is taking measures for modernization of the armed
forces, through inducting new equipment and upgrading of
existing equipment and systems. The modernization projects
are progressed as per approved Services Capital Acquisition
Plans (SCAP) and Annual Acquisition Plans (AAP) in terms of
extant Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP), he said.
The allocated funds are optimally and fully utilized towards
operational activities. However, depending on budget
allocation the schemes are reprioritized to ensure that urgent
and critical capabilities are acquired without any compromise
to operational preparedness of Defence services, he added.
The slow pace of modernization has been one of the
challenging issues faced by the forces. There has been longdemands for replacing the ageing weapon systems and
equipment with sophisticated ones. The government gives
prime focus to address these issue especially at a situation when
there are constant conflict along the northern borders.

T

he state-run Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), has
achieved a landmark turnover of over Rs. 18000 Crores
(provisional and unaudited) for the year ending March
31, 2018. This is the first time HAL is crossing Rs.18000 Crores.
The corresponding figure for the previous year was Rs.17605
crores). With this the company expects continued “Excellent”
MoU rating for the FY 2017-18 from the government on meeting
all the relevant parameters related to its performance.
During the FY 2017-18, HAL has produced 40 new aircraft/
helicopters and 105 new engines. The company has also carried out
overhaul of 220 aircraft/helicopters and 550 engines. It has received
orders of 41 Advanced Light Helicopters and 8 Chetak helicopters

from Indian Armed Forces
in the financial year. In the
other major achievements,
the company has received
Initial Operational Clearance
(IOC) certificate for its Light
Combat Helicopter (LCH),
Certificate of Airworthiness
for its civil variant Dornier
Do-228 from DGCA,
acceptance of Mirage 2000
upgrade by Air HQ after its
Final Operational Clearance
etc. HAL has also completed
the first successful run of Hindustan Turbo-Shaft Engine -1200 and
successful test-firing of BrahMos missile from Su-30 MKI fighter jet.
T. Suvarna Raju, Chairman & Managing Director, HAL has said
that the PSU strongly supported the Indian Armed Forces with its
indigenous and licence manufactured products. “The Company
has continued emphasizing self-reliance towards development of
indigenous products, diversification into civil segment, enhancement
of capacity, support development of defence manufacturing
eco-system by developing domestic vendors (including MSMEs)
and enhance outsourcing. These efforts will provide steady
growth of the HAL and opportunities to capitalize on the future
requirements arising for Indian Armed Forces,”, he said.
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Govt. Makes First Step Towards
Integrated Theatre Commands

T

aking the first step towards eventually
having integrated theatre commands
of armed forces, the government
has amended the rules to bring three forces
under single leadership. An integrated
theatre command envisages a unified
command of the three Services, under a
single commander, for geographical theatres
that are of security concern. With the
integration, all the manpower and assets
of the Army, Navy and IAF will be under
the operational control of a single threestar general in theatre commands. The
commander will be able to bring to bear all
resources from the IAF, the Army and the
Navy at his disposal with seamless efficacy.
The move has been implemented especially
for the strategically-located Andaman
and Nicobar Command (ANC), which was

established as India’s first theatre command
in October 2001. But it has largely failed
to serve its purpose due to inner turf wars
among the three services, general politicobureaucratic apathy, fund crunches and
environmental concerns. The government
has amended command and control rules
for joint organisations and establishments.
According to defence sources, the newly
notified “statutory rules and orders” states
that an officer from any of the three services
can now “exercise direct command” over
personnel from all the services, who are
governed by different acts and rules, in
tri-service organizations. Though it seems a
minor structural reform, it is the beginning
of a huge cultural, fundamental shift in the
Indian military system, where the three
services often pull in different directions.

If the country is to have a chief of defence
staff (CDS) and theatre commands in the
years ahead, the amendment of the rules
is the first step. The naval commander-inchief of the Andaman & Nicobar Command
already has the authority to directly
control Army and IAF officers and other
personnel under him. Similarly moves
are afoot to eventually bring all land and
assets under him in the archipelago.
The Andaman theatre command will serve
as the template for theatre commands
in the future. Moreover, it is inevitable
to have a fully unified and operational
ANC in the wake of increasing Chinese
presence in the Indian Ocean Region.
The new decision by the government
will boost the plans to create more
theatre commands including a proposal
to create integrated theatre commands
for the northern border with China,
a western command for Pakistan, a
counterinsurgency operations command
and one or two peninsular commands
for the maritime borders etc.

ST Engineering, Surbana Jurong
& CAPE Form Consortium

Wong Heang Fine, Group CEO of Surbana Jurong, Vincent Chong,
President & CEO of ST Engineering, and Peter Lee, Managing
Director of CAPE, after signing the MoU to create consortium.
ingapore Technologies Engineering Ltd (ST Engineering) has
joined forces with Surbana Jurong Pte Ltd and Changi Airport
Planners and Engineers Pte Ltd (CAPE) to form a consortium
of Singapore-based companies to participate in overseas airport
development projects and meet rapidly growing aviation needs.
With projected global airport development expenditure estimated at
more than US$1 trillion up to 2058, the Consortium plans to develop a
comprehensive export strategy for this business area with a particular
focus on Asia Pacific markets and cities with strong growth potential.
Tapping on the unique strengths and complementary capabilities
of the companies, the consortium will deliver holistic, end-toend solutions that can transform the global airport development
industry, enhance efficiency and security of airport operations,

S
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as well as improve air travel experience. This will drive the
Consortium’s common objective in implementing smart city
initiatives worldwide that enhance standards of living and
improve lives of people. The MOU was signed by Vincent Chong,
President & CEO of ST Engineering, Wong Heang Fine, Group CEO
of Surbana Jurong, and Peter Lee, Managing Director of CAPE.
Vincent Chong has said that airports of the future are a destination
in themselves – less like transit hubs and more like mini Smart
Cities. “Airport operators have the opportunities to fully harness
the power of new technologies from sensors to robotics and
data analytics that redefine travel experience in an integrated
manner. This is where ST Engineering, with our strong capabilities
in technology and engineering, in collaboration with our
partners, Surbana Jurong and CAPE, can positively impact the air
transport industry – bringing holistic solutions that leverage new
technologies and processes to develop Smart Airports” he said.
Harnessing its deep technological capabilities in areas such as
data analytics and artificial intelligence, ST Engineering will deliver
cutting-edge, next-generation solutions that power global smart
cities and transform airport operations. These include the Group’s
proven technologies like analytics-driven airport operations
command systems, security solutions such as counter drone,
sensor-based intruder detection as well as biometrics screening,
unmanned aerobridge systems and autonomous baggage handling
systems that promote safe, secure and efficient airport operations.

Microfine Bushings Private Ltd.
ISO 9001:2008 Certified Organization

107, SIDCO Industrial Estate
Ambattur, Chennai – 600 098
Tel: 044-2625 0432 Fax: 044-2625 7268
Email: microfine2008@gmail.com Web: www.microfineindia.com

DEFENCE COMPONENTS
ALG Mechanism Rammer Chain for
T90
Battle Tank
Advance Feed Coupling for T90
Booster Pump Assembly
Control Rack Assembly
BMP Control Panel Assembly
Clicker Assembly
Machining of V92S2 Cylinder Heads
Main, Forked & Articulated
Connecting
Rod Assemblies
AEROSPACE COMPONENTS
Launch Umbilical
Pyro Devices & Systems
Linear Actuators (LVDT) for PS3 & PS4
Couplings & Connectors (QC/DC)
Satellite Separation Systems
Satellite Spring Thruster Systems
Stage Separation Systems
MRC Actuators
Launch Hold Release Mechanism
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RT LTA Presents SkyStar
Family of Aerostats
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T

he Israeli-based aerostat company RT LTA Systems Ltd.
presents its SkyStar family of aerostats, which includes
the Skystar 110, SkyStar 180 and SkyStar 330, at Hall 1,
Booth 1.1 5E of DefExpo 2018. Alongside the SkyStar aerostat
systems, RT’s subsidiary, Aero-T, presents its SkyGuard1 large
aerostat system. The SkyStar aerostats are a self-contained,
versatile, and easily transportable tactical systems, ideal for
defense, border security, HLS and public safety missions.
Rami Shmueli, CEO, RT, has said that offering availability of over
85% in any given area, the SkyStar systems already accumulated
more than 1,500,000 million operational hours worldwide. “Taken
together, RT and Aero-T offer a family of solutions ideal to a range
of different defense, border control, and HLS missions. Using an
aerostat resembles building a tower of 1,500 ft. in only 20 minutes,
and at a minimal cost of 10$ per day. No other defense systems,
manned or unmanned, are as cost-effective as aerostats,” he said.
The SkyStar 110 is a micro-balloon system, designed to provide
field commanders with real-time “over the hill” reconnaissance
capability. Protected by patent, the system is compact, robust and
can be transported, assembled, launched and operated by only
two personnel after minimal training. The SkyStar 180 is a smallsized mobile aerostat, designed for tactical mid-range surveillance
and public safety, as well as for police and military applications.
Based on a towable trailer, the system has a stabilized day/night
electro-optical payload suspended from a helium-filled aerostat,
tethered to a ground system. It operates continuously at wind
velocity of up to 40 knots and can lift a payload of up to 20kg.
Skystar 330 tactical Aerostat is a modern, efficient and combat
proven tactical system designed to provide its users with
persistent, medium-long range, real-time tactical Intelligence,
Surveillance, Target-Acquisition and Reconnaissance (ISTAR).
Lifting the system’s sensor to an average altitude of up to
1,500 ft. Skystar 330 is an optimal system for camp and force
protection, counter IED, area capture and situational awareness.
The Skystar 330 can carry two different payloads simultaneously.
SkyGuard1 is a large aerostat in a Blimp shape, which can
carry payloads of up to 90 kg and reach altitudes of up to
1,000 meters. It can carry multiple surveillance sensors.

R. K. Mishra, CEO, NAeL, presenting the Certificate of Conformity of
aircraft and helicopter looms to M S Velpari, GM, LCA Tejas DivisionHAL, in the presence of V M Chamola, Chairman (NAeL) and Director
(HR)-HAL, at a function held at Naini, Allahabad.

Naini Aerospace Ltd.
Delivers Aircraft and
Helicopter Looms

N

aini Aerospace Limited (NAeL), Allahabad, has made its first
delivery of 335 LCA and 28 ALH cable looms after being
taken over by HAL as a subsidiary. R. K. Mishra, CEO, NAeL,
has presented the Certificate of Conformity of Aircraft and Helicopter
Looms to M S Velpari, GM, LCA Tejas Division in the presence of V
M Chamola, Chairman (NAeL) and Director (HR)-HAL. With NAeL
commencing its operations, the erstwhile Hindustan Cables Limited,
which didn’t see any production for last 20 years, has turned vibrant.
Naini unit of sick Hindustan Cables Limited along with identified
assets and manpower have been taken over by NAeL, a subsidiary
of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited in February 2017. The NAeL
has commenced production activities of wire harnesses of
helicopter and aircraft within a record time of five months in July
2017 after providing structured training to the employees for
skill development, making registrations with statutory Taxation,
Labour and EPFO authorities, obtaining factory license and
creating basic infrastructure for aviation loom manufacturing.
T Suvarna Raju, CMD, HAL, has said that HAL undertook the
revival of a HCL unit and provided structured training to the
employees for skill development and other infrastructural
requirements. “A robust quality management system is in
place in the loom manufacturing shop and the facility has been
cleared by the Joint audit team of DGAQA and HAL,” he said.
Speaking on the occasion, Chamola has said that earning
revenue in the very first full financial year of its existence
speaks on the commitment of the organization. “Full-fledged
operationalization of the plant is expected by June 2018. The top
management of HAL is committed to create a centre of excellence
for aviation loom manufacturing at Naini, Allahabad,” he said.
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OFFERING CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
Cone Calorimeter

An instrument for measuring HEAT RELEASE RATE

Opacity
Brightness
Infrared Temp Sensing
Wireless datalogging
Moisture analyzer
Actuators

Jupiter Electronics
(ISO 9001-2008) A 401,Kailash Indl Complex,
Behind Godrej Colony, Nr.ParkSite, Vikhroli (W),Mumbai-79,India.
krishna@jupiterelectronics.co.in | bipin@jupiterelectronics.co.in
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